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ABSTRACT 
A model of laminar visual cortical dynamics proposes how 3D boundary and surface repre-
sentations of slanted and eurved 3D objeets and 2D images arise. The 3D boundary represen-
tations emerge from interactions between non-elassical horizontal receptive field interactions 
with intracortical and intercortical feedback circuits. Such non-classieal interactions contextu-
ally disambiguate classieal receptive field responses to ambiguous visual cues using cells that 
a.re sensitive to angles and disparity gradients within cortical areas Vl ancl V2. These cells 
are all variants of bipole grouping cells. Model sirnulations show how horizontal connections 
can develop cell selectivity to angles, how slanted surfaces can activate 3D boundary repre-
sentations that arc sensitive to angles and disparity gradients, how 3D filling-in occurs across 
slanted surfaces, how a 2D Necker cube image can be represented in 3D, and how bistable 
Necker cube percepts occur. The model also explains data about slant aftereffects and 3D 
neon color spreading. It shows how habituat.ivc transmitters that help to control develop-
ment also help to trigger bistable 3D percepts and slant aftereffects, and how attention can 
influence which of these percepts is perceived by propagating selectively along some object 
boundaries. 
Keywords: 3D perceptual grouping, 3D surface perception, cortical development, at-
tention, angle cells, disparity-gradient cells, Necker cube, bistable percept, slant aftereffect, 
filling-in, Vl, V2, V4, LAlV!INAHT model, FACADE rnodel 
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1 Introduction 
A central problem for vi;;ual neuroscience concern;; how 3D objects arc represented by the 
human visual system. Computational rnodels that deal with 3D inputs typically concentrate 
only on planar objects. However, most of the objects in the world are slanted or curved and 
span multiple depths with respect to an observer. Both binocular cues, such as disparity, 
and monocular cues, ;;uch as perspective, shading, and junctions, provide information about 
slant and tilt of an object. Slant is defined as deviation around the vertical axis and tilt is 
defined as deviation around the horizontal axis. This article proposes how the monocular a.nd 
binocular cues arc cornbincd by the brain in a context-sensitive way to represent and perceive 
the 3D structure of slanted and curved objects. 
Monocular cues taken by themselves can be ambiguous. Consider Figure 1a where the 
two objects are made up of sarne set of surfaces. Depending on how the individual surfaces 
are combined, we perceive two different 3D objects. The same parallelogram can signal a 
near-to-far or a far-to-near slanted surface, depending upon the context. Contextual cues 
thus play a key role in disambiguating ambiguous local cues. In response to some 2D images, 
such as Necker cube images, the percept changes over time and depends on various factors 
such as attention and internal receptive field biases (Kawabata, 1986). 
Binocular disparity is a common cue for generating 3D planar percepts (Grossberg and 
Howe, 2002; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Julesz, 1971; MatT and Poggio, 1976; Ozhawa, 
1998). Disparity information can also be used to determine the slant of an object. A slanted 
object is registered at multiple disparities and these representations need to be grouped across 
depth for it to be perceived as a single object. Information about tilt and curvature of an 
object can also be gleaned from disparity cues. 
Nenrophysiolgica.l studies have found cells in extrastriate cortex to be tuned to features 
important in :3D perception. In Macaque cortical area V2, cells are tuned to relative dis-
parity (Thomas, Cumrning and Parker, 2002), disparity edges (von der Heydt, Zhou and 
Fri<~dman, 2000), angles (Pasupathy and Connor, 1999), border ownership (Zhou, Friedman 
and von der Heydt, 2000) and figure-ground relations (Bakin, Nakayama and Gilbert, 2000). 
There is evidence for cells tuned to slanted :)D boundaries in V4 (Hinkle and Connor, 20Cll). 
Curvature tuning is found in V4 (Pasupathy and Connor, 200:1), IT (Janssen, Vogels and 
Orban, 2000), and parietal cortex (Taira, Tsutshi, Jiang, Yara and Sakata, 2000). 
Psychophysical studies have shown the importance of relative disparity, or disparity gra-
dients, in human visual perception. Targets specified by a different stereoscopic slant than 
the distrac:tors arc detected pre-attentively (Holliday and Bracldick, 1991) and so are targets 
presented on a surface of different slant than that of the distrac:tors (He and Nakayama, 1995; 
Nakayama and Silverman, 1986). Also, multi-element tracking results do not differ if the 
elements are on a planar or a slanted surface (Viswanathan and Mingolla, 1999). Ryan and 
Gillam (1993) provided evidence that three-dimensional aftereffects can result from disparity 
gradient adaptation by showing that the size of the aftereffect varied with the disparity gra-
dient of the adapting lines. Lee (1999) showed that the size of aftereffects are also dependent 
on the difference in disparity between the adapting and test surfaces. Many models of percep-
tual grouping (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a; Guy and Medioni, 1996; Williams and Jacobs, 
1995) deal with grouping of 2D percepts. Grouping of objects, however, typically takes place 
in three dimensions. Illusory surface experiments (Nakayama and Shimojo, 1992) illustrate 
that depth needs to be taken into account during grouping. Although in some cases, 2D 
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Figure 1: (a) Same angles and shapes, but different surfac:e slants: The two figures in bold 
lines arc made of same set of surfaces. But clue to the different arrangement of surfac:es they 
give rise to c:ompletely different perc:cpt. The left bold figure has a positive slant (near to far) 
while the right bold figure has a negative slant (far to ncar). (b) Even though the sides of the 
cube arc coliucar in 2D, they are not colinear in their 3D interpretation (Tse, 1999). 
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grouping principles work well on the 2D projection of 3D images, in other cases, 2D grouping 
principles gives rise to a different result than the :3D percept. For example, in Figure 1 b, even 
though the two lines of the cube are colinear in the 2D plane, they are not co linear in the 3D 
interpretation (Tse, 1999) and hence are not grouped. 
Grossberg and colleagues (Grossberg, 1984, 1994; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a; Gross-
berg and Todorovic, 1988) have proposed that the grouping of boundaries ancl the filling-in 
of surfaces are distinct, indeed complcmwntary (Grossberg, 2000), processes. vVhereas bound-
aries complete inwardly in an oriented fashion, surfaces fill-in outwardly in an unoricnt.ed 
fashion until a boundary is reached. The outward filling-in process needs to be controlled 
across multiple depth planes when it fills-in 3D curved surfaces. A potentia.! problem is that 
a multiple-depth boundary may have gaps at some depths, but not others, which could allow 
spreading colors and brightnesses to spill out during f1lling·-in. A related problem involved 
in filling-in of 3D curved surfaces is dearly seen in 3D illusory displays (Carman and Welch, 
1992; Liinasuo, Kojo, Hiikkinen and Rovamo, 2000). Here the filling-in .signal needs to spread 
in a controlled way across depths where there are no boundaries or filling-in inducers in the 
original images. 
This article develops a neural model of 3D curved object representation wherein object 
fragments at multiple depth planes can be grouped together by disparity-gradient cells that. 
are sensitive to an object's slant and tilt. These disparity-gradient cells can also form illusory 
contours in curved 3D neon color displays. The model also includes cells that arc tuned to 
angles and explains how disparity-gradient and angle cells can be sclf-organi~ed by principles 
that have been previously been used to self~organi~e 2D colinear bipole grouping cells (Gross-
berg and Williamson, 2001). The model hereby proposes that the statistics of the visual 
environment help to determine the distribution of colinear bipole cells within orw depth, col-
inear bipolc cells across depths (disparity-gradient cells), and non-colinear bipole cells (angle 
cells) as variations of a single design theme of how hori~ontal connections form in cortical 
layer 2/3A. The model clarifies how monocular cues in an image, notably combinations of 
angles, can bias the activation of some disparity-gradient cells more than others to form a 3D 
percept in response to 2D images, such as Necker cube imag·ns. Activity-dependent lmbitu-
ativn mechanisms also occur in the model. Habituation is essential for the devcloprnerrt of 
disparity-gradient and angle cells as well as of other properties of cortical cells (Grossberg and 
Seitz, 2002; Grunewald and Grossherg, 1008; Olson and Grossberg, 1998). These habituativc 
mechanisms can lead to multi-stable percepts when two or more 3D interpretations of a 2D 
image are approximately equally salient, as in Necker cube percepts. The model also explains 
how filling-in can be carried out across multiple depths. 
The present model is called the 3D LAMINAHT model because it generalizes to the 
explanation of 3D data a previously described LA MIN AHT model which proposes how 2D 
perceptual grouping, attention, development, and learning are carried out by the laminar 
circuits of cortical areas VI and V2 (Grossberg, 1999; Grossberg, Mingolla and Ross, 1997; 
Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Grossberg ancl Williamson, 2001; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001). 
The LAMINART model was extended to explain data about stereopsis and 3D planarsurfaees 
in Grossberg and Howe (2002). This extension showed how earlier modeling eoncepts from 
the FACADE model of 3D vision and figure-ground perception (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg 
and McLoughlin, 1997; McLoughlin and Grossberg, 1998) could be embedded consistently 
within the LAMINART model circuits, and further developed to explain psychophysical, 
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neurophysiological, and anatomical data about stereopsis and 3D planar surface perception. 
Grouping mechanisms were not. needed to simulate the targeted data in this project. The 
present. article shows how this 3D LAiV!IN Air!' model can be further extended, again in a 
self-consistent way, t.o explain psychophysical, neurophysiological, and anatomical data about 
the perception of slanted and curved 3D surfaces. Here, :3D grouping mechanisms arc essential 
to explain targeted data. 
2 Model Description 
The model carries out this extension by adding thrcfo key cdl types that are needed to control 
3D grouping, as shown in model block diagram in Figure 2. The three key additions in the 
model arc (1) colinear bipole cells, (2) non-colinear bipole cells (angle cells) and (3) disparity-
gradient. cells (Figure 2a). Co linear bipolc cells played an important role in the original 2D 
LAMINART model to carry out perceptual grouping and boundary completion. They were 
not needed to simulate the data about planar 3D surface perception considered by Grossberg 
and Howe (2002) because boundary completion was not rm1uired to explain these data. In 
the present analysis, colinear and non-eolinear bipole cells get activated by line segments 
and angles in the images, respectively. They activate the disparity-gradient. cells that group 
boundaries across depth. This multiple-depth boundary representation by disparity-gradient 
cells is used to control filling-in of slanted and curved surfaces. The mathematical description 
of the model is described in the Appendix. 'vVc give an overview of the model and describe 
each of its novel features in detail in the following sections. 
2.1 Laminar Architecture 
The laminar architecture of the model is show in Figure 2b. In order to keep the simulations 
tractable, the model omits interactions in layer;; 1, 4, and 6 that are not required to explain 
its targeted :JD grouping data. Figure 3 shows how these interactions can be consistently 
embedded into a more complete 3D LAivl!NAH:T model. 
Layer 2/3A of V1 contains complex cells. These cells combine the outputs from simple 
cells that arc sensitive to the same orientation but opposite contrast polarities (Callaway, 
1998; Poggio, 1972). How the inputs from the two eyes arc combined in by circuits in layers 
3B and 2/3A has been quantitatively modeled in related work (Grossberg and Howe, 2002). 
Here we assume that these inputs to layer 2/3A have already been computed. 
The complex cells in layer 2/3A arc assumed to be of two kinds: They are (1) colinear 
bipole cells that link eolinear line segments, or other oriented contrast gradients, over short 
distances ancl (2) non-colinear bipole cells (angle cells) that get activated by various angles in 
an image of the scene. Section 4.1 shows how model cells in layer 2/3A can self~organize into 
colinear and non-colinear hipole cells by developing layer 2/3A horizontal connections. Layer 
2/3A of Vl connects to layer 2/3A of V2 (Toot.ell ancl Hamilton, 1989). Layer 2/3A of V2 
has two kinds of model cells: disparity-gradient cells and angle cells (Pasupathy and Connor, 
1999). The angle cells in V2 are similar t.o the ones in layer 2/3A of Vl and receive input 
from Vl angle cells. The disparity-gradient cells of V2 receive inputs frorn V1 colinear bipole 
cells and link cells of different dispa.rities to form straight or curved segments in 3D. The angle 
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Figure 2: (a) Block diagram of the mocld: The input image: undergoes on-center, ofl~surround 
processing in the LGN. In layer 2/3A of Vl, angle cells and colincar bipole cells get activated 
by angles and line segments in the images, respectively, Angle cells and colinear bipole cells 
interact with each other via long-range horizontal connc:ctions in layer 2/3A of VI. C:olinear 
bipolc cells activate disparity-gradient cells, while Vl angle eells activate V2 angle cells. 
V2 angle cells and disparity-gradient cells interact via long-range horizontal connections in 
layer 2/3A of V2. Disparity-gradient cells group across position and disparity to form closed 
boundary segments, which is used as a barrier for filling-in of surfaces in V4 which receives 
filling-in signal fi·orn the LGN. (b) Laminar circuit for 3D boundary grouping: Vl angle cells 
and colinear bipole cells are in layer 2/3A of Vl. Layer 2/3A cells in Vl activate layer 2/3A 
cells in V2. Layer 2/3A of V2 contains V2 angle cells and disparity-gradient cells. Layer 
2/3A of V2 feedback to layer 2/3A of VI. In the full 3D LAMINART model this feedback 
is mediated via layer 1 (Figure 3). Disparity-gradient cells group across disparity-gradient 
and disparities. Dl, D2, and D3 represents various depths. Open (black) circles (triangles) 
represent excitatory (inhibitory) cells (connections). 
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Figure 3: 3D LAiVIINART MODEL: The 2D LAMINAHT rnodel (Grossberg and Raizada, 
2000) is extended to 3D. The LGN provides bottom-up activation to layer 4 directly and 
via layer 6 -> tj on-center ofl~surrouncl pathway, which provides divisive contrast normal-
ization (Grossberg, 1973, 1980; Heeger, 1992). Monocular simple cells in layer 4 activate 
binocular simple cells in layer 3B. Layer 2/3A complex cells combine the output of contrast 
sensitive simple cells to get contrast insensitive output. Layer 2/3A consists of angle cells and 
colinear bipole cells. Layer 2/3A activates layer 4 of V2 directly and via layer 6 as was the 
case for Vl. Layer 2/3A of V2 consists of disparity-gradient cells and V2 angle cells. Open 
(black) circles (triangles) show excitatory (inhibitory) neurons (connections). V2 layer 2/3A 
cells feedback onto Vl layer 2/3A cells via layer 6 of V2, layer 5 and 6-t4 of Vl. 
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cells and the dispa.rity-gradicnt cells me proposed to interact with each other via horizontal 
connections in layer 2/3A of V2 (Amir, Hare! and Malach, 1993). These cells arc a natural 
extension t.o :lD boundaries of bipole cells that. are used for perceptual grouping in 2D (Gross-
berg, 1999; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000). Disparity-gradient and angle cells in layer 2/3A 
of V2 feed back into \11 layer 2/3A colincar and non-colincar bipolc cells, respectively. In 
t.hc 3D LAMINART model (sec Figure 3) this feedback is mediated via layer 6 of \12 and 
layer 6--t4 interactions of Vl. The feedback enhances V1 layer 2/3A cells that are supported 
by \12 grouping, while suppressing non-supported cells. This property is consistent. with the 
results in Lee and Blake (2002), where they show that. \11 activity is reduced during binocular 
rivalry. In the model shown in Figure 3, the top-clown \12-to-\11 feedback has an on-center 
off-surround form (via 6 -> 4 interactions in V1), consistent with the clat.a of Hupe, James, 
Payne, Lomber, Girard and Bullier (1998) and as modeled in Grossberg (1999) and Grossberg 
and Raizada (2000), which would suppress the non-dominant eye signals. 
2.2 Vl colinear bipole cells 
It is known that layer 2/3A of V1 has long-range horizontal connections (Callaway, 1998). 
These intra-laminar connections primarily connect to cells of similar orientation (Bosking, 
Zhang, Schofield and Fitzpatrick, 1997; Schmidt, Lowe! and Singer, 1997). Such connections 
have been used to explain psychophysical and neural data about attention and perceptual 
grouping (Grossberg and Raizada, 2000). In the present model, the long-range horizontal 
connections of colincar bipole cells link line segments over short distances among cells that 
are sensitive to the same disparity. Grossberg and vVilliarnson (20G:I) showed how these 
connections can develop within the laminar circuits of the visual cortex. 
Colinear bipole cell excite each other via long-range horizontal connections that also give 
rise to short-range disynaptic: inhibition via pools of interneurons; ;;ee Figure 2b. This balance 
of excitation and inhibition at. target cells helps to implement. the bipole prope-rty. vVhen the 
inducing stimulus (e.g., a pacman) is only on one side, it excites the corresponding oriented 
receptive fields of layer 2/3A cells, which send out long-range horizontal excitation onto the 
target. cell. However, this excitation also activates a cornmcmsurate amount of clisynaptic: 
inhibition (as in Figure 2b). This creates a case of "one-against-one", and the target cell is 
not excited above-threshold. However, the cell activity can be modulated by input from even 
one side if the cell receives bottom-up input. (Bringuier, Chavane, Glaeser and Fregnac, 1999; 
Crook, Engelmann and Lowe!, 2002). The modulation is achieved by combining the bottom-
up input with input from long-range horizontal connections (sec Appendix, equation (3)). 
The combined bottom-up and horizontal input from one side can overcome the disynaptic 
inhibition from the inhibitory interneurons and thus can activate the cell. These modulations 
play an important role in the spreading of attention (Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Ito and 
Gilbert., 1999; Roelfsema, Lamme and Spekreijse, 1998; Roelfsema and Spckreijsc, 1999), 
the grouping of 2D and 3D planar percepts (Bakin et al., 2000; Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert and 
Westheimer, 1995; Polat, Mizobe, Pettet, Kasamatsu and Norcia, 1998), and the grouping of 
3D slanted and curved percepts, as discussed below. vVhen two colinearly aligned inducing 
stimuli are present, one on each side, a boundary grouping can form: Long-range excitatory 
inputs converge onto the cell from both sides and summate. These excitatory inputs also 
activate a shared pool of inhibitory interneurons, which as well as inhibiting the target cell, 
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also inhibit each other, thus normalizing the total arnonnt of inhibition emanating from the 
interneuron pool. This summating excitation and normalizing inhibition create a case of "two-
against-one" and the target cell is excited above-threshold (von der Heydt and Peterhan:;, 
1989; von der Heydt, Peterhans and Baumgartner, 1984). vVhcn there is direct bottom-up 
input, it can activate the cell without horizontal interactions. 
2.3 Vl and V2 angle cells 
There is direct neurophysiological evidence of cells tuned to angles in area 17 of the cat, which 
is homologous to V1 in the 1\llacaque monkey (Shevelev, 1998), and in V2 (Pasupathy and 
Connor, 1999) and V4 (Hegde and Van Es:;en, 2000) of the Macaque. Cells are tuned to both 
angles and to the orientation of the angles. Some cells arc tuned to a particular angle with 
a particular orientation. Some are tuned to various angles of a particular orientation; i.e. 
they get activated strongly by different angles that have a common orientation, but weakly 
to colincar line segments; and some arc tuned to an angle at any orientation. 
The previous section discussed how long-range horizontal connections in layer 2/3A of 
V1 arc used by colinear bipole cells to link line segments over short distances. These long-
range connections can also get tuned to angles in the images (Grossberg and IV!ingolla, 1987; 
Neumann and Stiehl, 1990). In the model, layer 2/3A of V1 contains bipole cells, called non-
wlincar bipole cells, that are tuned to angle:; by means of long-range horiwntal connections 
that connect to different orientations. These non-colinear hipolc cells have similar properties 
to layer 2/3A colinear bipole cells. They get input from other cells from two sides, or even 
three sides, depending on the angle that the cell represents. In the absence of direct bottom-
up input, such cells get activated only if they receive :;uf!icicnt excitation from all their sides. 
How the long-rang\) horizontal connections in layer 2/3A can develop into angle cells and 
colinear bipole cells is shown in Section 4.1. 
Angle cells are also present in layer 2/3A of V2 (Pasupat.hy and Connor, 1999). The 
model includes angle cells, named V2 angle cell:;, in layer 2/3A of V2. V2 layer 2/3A also has 
horizontal connections, but these are longer than those in V1 layer 2/3A (Amir et al., 1993; 
Grosof, Shapley and Hawken, 1993; Ramsden, Hung and Roc, 2001; von der Heydt et al., 
1984). The V2 angle cells are similar to VI angle cells and receive bottom-up input from V1 
angle c:ells and horizontal input from disparity-gradient cdls in the model. 
2.4 V2 disparity-gradient cells 
lvlany psychophysical data describe how the visual system handles slanted ancl curved surfaces. 
Humans are often more sensitive to relative disparities·--- that is, disparity differences between 
center and surround stimuli -- than absolute disparities (DeAngelis, 2000). The aftereffect 
experiments clone in Ryan and Gillam (1993) provided evidence that three-dimensional after-
effects can result from disparity gradient adaptation by showing that the size of the aftereffect 
varied with the disparity gradient of the adapting line:;. Lee (1999) showed that the size of 
the aftereffect is also dependent on the disparity difference between the adapting and testing 
surface. He also showed that the slant of the aftereffect produced is always opposite to the 
slant of the adapting surface indicating that the aftereffects arc mediated by cells coding slant 
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that is, disparity gradients. Sc~yarna, Takeuchi and Sato (2000) found that aftereffects may 
also depend on the tilt difference between the testing and the adapting surface. The above 
data show the importance of disparity gradients in the representation of slanted surfaces. 
On the neurophysiological side, there is evidence for cells tuned to relative disparity · 
that is, cells tuned to a constant disparity difference between center and surround independent 
of the disparity of the center or surround--- in V2 of the !Vlacaque monkey (Thomac; eta!., 
2002). There are also cells that are tuned to disparity gradients that is, cells that respond 
to slanted or tilted bar stimuli in V4 of the Macaque (Hinkle and Connor, 2001). In 
iV!T, there are cells tuned to slant and tilt of a surface defined by motion (Nguyenkim and 
DeAngelis, 2001). In the parietal cortex (Sakata, Taira, Kusunoki, Murata, Tsutsui, Tanaka, 
Shein and lvliyashita, 1999) and IT (Janssen et a!., 2000), some cells are tuned to slanted 
or tilted bar stimuli, just like the cells in V4 mentioned before, and some cells were tuned 
to slanted or tilted surfaces, like the cells in MT mcntiom~d before. These data support the 
existence of cells tuned to disparity gradients in the visual system. 
In the model, \12 layer 2/3A contains cells that arc tuned to disparity gradients. These 
disparity-gradient cells arc sensitive to disparities, disparity gradients, and are orientationally 
tuned and receive bottom-up input from the colinear bipolc cells in layer 2/3A of Vl and 
horizontal input from \12 angle cells and other disparity-gradient cells. 
Figure 4 illustrates how model disparity-gradient cells connect with each other. Three 
cells corresponding to positive, zero and negative disparity gradients are shown. Positive 
disparity-gradient cells connect with other disparity-gradient cells from near depth to far 
depth, whereas negative disparity-gradicmt cells connect from far depth to near depth. Zero 
disparity-gradient cells connect within depth. The Appendix mathematically describes the 
connections between cells of different disparity-gradients and orientations which enables the 
cells to smoothly rcprc~sent curved surfaces in both 2D and 3D space. 
2.5 V 4 surface representation 
Once the boundaries arc registered at corresponding disparities, then filling-in between these 
boundaries is proposed to generate visible 3D surface perecpt.s in cortical area \14 (Gross-
berg, 1994; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988). The cxistenee of a filling-in process has been 
supported by psychophysical (Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991; Pessoa and Neumann, 1998; 
Pessoa, Thompson and Noi), 1998) and neurophysiological experiments (Lamme, Rodriguez-
Rodriguez and Spekreijse, 1999; Rossi, Rittenhouse and Paradiso, 1996). A filling-in pro-
cess has been used to explain many percepts, such as cia Vinci stereopsis (Grossberg and 
Howe, 2002; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997), figure-ground perception (Kelly and Gross-
berg, 2000), 2D and 3D neon color spreading (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and lvlingolla, 
1985a), and both monocular and binocular brightness percepts (Grossberg and Kelly, 1999; 
Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988). In previous models (Grossberg, 1997; Kelly and Grossberg, 
2000), the boundary representation at a particular depth acts as a barrier to filling-in signals 
only at that depth. One problem that must be solved to fill-in curved surfaces is that the 
boundary representation for a slanted or curved surface may have gaps at some depths even 
if it has no gaps at other depths. What prevents surface lightness and color from dissipating 
through these gaps? We call this problem the lightness dissipation pmblem. 
This problem is overcome in the present model as follows: A boundary signal that acts 
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Figure 4: Dic;parity-gradient cells: Positive disparity-gradient cells link fl·om near to far; 
negative disparity-gradient cells link from far to near; and zero disparity-gradient cells link 
within disparity. Black circles indicate zero disparity-gradient cells, gray circles indicate 
negative disparity-gradient cells, and light gray circles indicate positive disparity-gradient 
cells. Dl-05 indicates different depths from near (Dl) to far (D5). 
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Figure 5: Filling-in of olanted surfaceH. (a) The input is a slanted rectangle. (b) Multiple depth 
representation of the slanted rectangle. (c) Filling-in barriers: The boundary repreoentation 
act as a strong filling-in barriers at the corresponding depth while acting as a weak barrier 
at the nearby depths thus creating closed boundary compartments within each depth. DI 
(near) and D2 (far) represents different depths. 
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as a strong barrier to filling-in at its preferred depth also weakly acts as a barrier to filling-
in at other depths. For example, consider a slanted rectangle in depth, as in Figure Ga. 
Each boundary representation is activated at its preferred depths, as in Figure 5b, and this 
boundary representation has gaps at each depth. If no other boundaries existed, filling-
in signals would flow out of the bonnclary gaps at each depth. The rnodel proposes that the 
boundary at a particular depth is also represc~nted, albeit weakly, at nearby other depths. This 
hypothesis ha.s earlier been made to explain how a finite pool of depth-selective boundaries can 
control a continuous change in perceived depth (Grossberg, 1994, 1997). Here it is predicted 
to also contribute to percepts of slanted and curved surfaces in depth. In particular, the total 
boundary signal that acts as a barrier to filling-in at each depth is shown in Figure 5c. Now, 
a closed boundary exists at each depth, and the filling-in signal is at least partially contained 
at each depth. Because of clif-ferenees in boundary strength, however, the filled-in activity is 
not uniformly strong at each position. It is stronger wherever there is a strong boundary, 
since lightness ancl color can dissipate more through a weaker boundary than a stronger one. 
It is shown in Section 4.6.2 how a slanted :;urfacc representation can be generated by such 
differential filling-in across different depths. 
3 Overview of model interpretation of 2D images in 3D 
An important mechanism in the model for :JD interpretation of 2D images is that angle cells 
contextually bias tlw activation of disparity-gradient cells, and grouping among disparity-
gradient cells disambiguates the 3D interpretation of the 2D image. For example, consider 
the right triangle and parallelogram shown in Figure 7a. The parallelogram can be seen as 
a flat 2D surface or a slanted rc~ctangle in 3D, while the right triangle is seen only as a flat 
2D surface. These two interpretations arise in the model clue to the selective activation of 
disparity-gradient cells by V2 angle cells and the subsequent grouping among these disparity-
gradient cells. 
As discussed before, non-colinear bipole cells (angle cells) are activated by irnage corners 
while colinear bipole cells are activated by line sc~gments. So, f(Jr the triangle and the paral-
lelogram, Vl angle cells get activated at corners and colinear bipole cells get activated along 
straight edges. This segregation of activation occurs clue to the bipole property of these cells, 
since Vl angle cells get maximum input at the corners, whereas the colinear bipole cells get 
maximum input along straight edges. Colinear bipole cells directly activate the disparity-
gradient cells. There are three (populations of) disparity-gradient cells, corresponding to 
positive, negative and zero disparity gradient, at each position, orientation, and disparity. 
The colin ear bipole cells corresponding to the same position and orientation activate all three 
···- zero, positive, and negative ·· disparity-gradient cells equally. Vl angle cells activate 
corresponding V2 angle cells, which in turn activate the disparity-gradient cells. An im-
portant difference is that the V2 angle cells activate the disparity-gradient cells selectively, 
unlike colinear bipole cells which activate all disparity-gradient cells equally. This selective 
activation of disparity-gradient cells by V2 angle cells is assumed to be learned from general 
image statistics. Another difference is that V2 angle cells activate the disparity-gradient cells 
at nearby positions, while the colinear bipole cells activate disparity-gradient cells at their 
corresponding positions. 
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Figme 6: (a) Activation of disparity-gradient cells by angle cells and colinear bipole cells. Co-
linear bipole cells activate all disparity-gradient cells equally at the corresponding positions. 
Angle cells selectively activate disparity-gradient cells at nearby positions. Circles represent 
eells at various spatial positions. Shaded circle represents aetive cell, unshacled circle rep-
resents inactive cell. The amount of activation depends on the darkness of the shade. (b) 
Hypercolumn representation of angle cells: The top part of the cirde represents angles that 
activate positive disparity-gradient cells preferentially, while the bottom part activates nega-
tive disparity-gradient cells preferentially. The middle part of the cirde at the left and right 
of the circle represents angles that activate zero disparity-gradient cells preferentially. The 
middle part of the circle at the top and bottom represents co linear line segments. 
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'flw activation of cli~parity-gradicnt cell~ by V2 angle cells and colincar bipole cells is 
~hown in Figure 6a. Each circle in the figure represents a cell at a particular spatial po~i tion 
and tlw color inside the circle indicates the strength of the activation. In particular, black 
circle~ indicate strong activation, white circles indicate zero activation and gray circles indicate 
intennediate activation. A colinear bipole cell that code~ the vertical orientation activates 
all disparity-gradient cells ·· positive, zero, and negative equally, at the same position, 
orientation, and di~parity. The activation of disparity-gradient cells by V2 angle cells depends 
on the angle to which the cell is tuned. For example, the V2 angle cdl tuned to angle B in the 
figure mostly activates zero disparity-gradient. cells at nearby positions along the horizontal 
and vertical orientations. Similarly, the V2 angle cell that codes angle C mostly activates zero 
disparity-gradient eells along the vertical orientation and positive disparity-gradient cells along 
the oblique orientation. The V2 angle cell that codes angle D mostly aetivates zero disparity-
gradient cell~ along the vertical orientation and negative disparity-gradient cells along the 
oblique orientation. An important point to note is that although there is a preference for an 
angle cell to activate a particular disparity-gradient cell strongly, it can also aetivate other 
nearby disparity-gradient cells weakly. 
Figure 6b shows the arrangement of angle cell preferences in a hypercolumn structure. The 
angles are obtained by combining a vertical line with obliques lines of difFerent orientation. 
The angles that are in the top part of the hypercolumn activate positive disparity-gradient 
cell~ more than negative disparity-gradient cells, while the angle~ in the bottom part activate 
negative disparity-gradient cells rnore than positive disparity-gradient cells. This seleetivity 
can be learned from general image statistics. In particular, the angles in the top part of 
the hypcrcolumn are usually part of a slanted surface going from near to far in the real 
world. Similarly, the angle~ in the bottom part are usually part of a slanted ~urface that goes 
from far to near. The hypercolurnn representation ~hows how the preferential activation of 
disparity-gradient cells by angle cell~ can change smoothly as the angle changes smoothly. 
For the triangle, zero disparity-gradient cells are activated ~trongly along the horizontal 
and vc~rtical edges, while cross disparity-gradient cells (both positive and negative) are ac-
tivated along the oblique edge. Since the zero disparity-gradient cells group more strongly 
within depth than across depths, all the vertical and horizontal edges of the triangle are repre-
sented within depth. Thus the corner that is shared by the horizontal and vertieal edg;c is also 
represented at the same depth as the edges. This interaction binds tlw horizontal and vertical 
boundarie~ within depth and causes the other angle~ cells to be activated at that depth. Thus, 
for the triangle, the three corners are all represented within the same depth. This enables 
the weakly activated zero disparity-gradient cells along the oblique edge (cf., angle C in Fig-
ure 6a) to group strongly and to inhibit the cross disparity-gradient cells. This is because 
zero disparity-gradient cells group preferentially within depth, while cross disparity-gradient 
cells group across depth. Hence, all the edges of the triangle are represented within depth, as 
shown in Figure 7a. 
For the parallelogram, the zero disparity-gradient cells are activated strongly along the 
vertical edges and the cross disparity-gradient cells arc activated along oblique edges. Let us 
assume that one of the vertical edges of the parallelogram is represented at a particular depth. 
Thus the corners shared by the vertical edge are represented at the same depth. The cross 
disparity-gradient cells along oblique edges group strongly across depths than within depth, 
as in angles C and D of Figure 6a. This causes the second vertical line to be pushed into a 
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Figure 7: Activation of disparity-gradient cells by angle cells and colinear bipolc cells. Top 
part shows the input, middle part shows the activation of disparity-gradient cells by angle 
cells ancl colincar bipole cells ancl the bottom part shows the final representation by disparity-
gradient cells. Shaded circle represents angle cell ancl unshadecl eircle represents eolinear 
bipole cell. The thickness of the lines indicate activation strength. (a) For the triangle input, 
the cross disparity-gradient cells are activated along oblique lines and zero disparity-gradient 
cells along horizontal lines. The triangle is represented by zero disparity-gradient cells within 
disparity. See text for details. (b) For the parallelograrn input, the cross disparity-gradient 
tells an: activated more along oblique lines and zero disparity-gradient cells arc activated 
more along vertical lines. The parallelogram is represented by positive disparity-gradient 
cells across depth and zero disparity-gradient cells. See text for details. 
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different depth than the first vertical line, as shown in Figure 7b. The difference lwtween the 
triangle and the parallelogram is that the horizontal and vertical edges of the triangle share 
a corner which forces them to be representee! at the same depth, while for the parallelogram 
the vertical edges do not share a corner and henc:e c:an be represented at different depths. 
If one of the cross disparity-gradient cells, either positive or negative, groups more strongly, 
the parallelogram is either seen as going from near-to-far or far-to-near, respectively. If they 
balance out, then the parallelogram is seen in a single depth plane. 
In summary, the 3D interpretation of a 2D image starts by the activation of disparity-
gradient cells by V2 angle cells in the model, and is completed by the grouping of disparity-
gradient cells. The grouping uses the local pref(,rences initiated by angle cells to enforce 
a globally consistent interpretation. Thus the disparity-gradient cells which developed in 
response to 3D image statistics for :3D grouping also help to disambiguate :3D percepts of 2D 
nnages. 
4 Model Simulations 
This section summarizes model simulations that show how layer 2/3A horizontal connections 
in Vl develop into colinear bipole and angle cells with the properties described in the previous 
sections. crhen it is shown how the larninar model c:ireuit can respond to 2D images containing 
monocular cues, such as angles, with a 3D boundary representation. This is demonstrated by 
simulating a Necker cube 2D image in 3D, including its bistability. It is also shown how the 
model can represent 3D slanted and curved boundaries using disparity cues alone, without 
any monocular cues. Finally, simulations of 3D surface filling-in are carried out using these 
3D boundary representations. 
The simulations are done using the laminar circuit shown in Figure 2b, since the horizontal 
connections in Vl and V2 are rate-limiting in generating the targeted properties. The self-
organization simulations show how connections in layer 2/3A of Vl develop into angle cells 
and colinear bipole eells within depth. A similar sc:heme can be used to sdrorganize V2 
layer 2/3A cells into angle cells and disparity-gradient cells across depth. The layer 2/3A 
c:ells of Vl in both the developmental and the Necker cube simulations receive inputs that 
were generated by hand to be consistent with previous model simulation outputs (Grossberg 
and Howe, 2002; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Grossberg and Williamson, 2001). The input 
generation procedure is described for each simulation in later sections. 
4.1 Development of colinear and non-colinear bipole cells 
The cells in layer 2/3A of Vl have long-range horizontal connections with other cells in layer 
2/3A. These horizontal connections have been shown to develop in response to endogenous 
and visual cues to link colinea.r line segments in such a way as to satisfy the bipole prop-
erty (Grossberg and Williamson, 2001). Here it is shown how such cells can also get tuned 
to angles in the images as well as to their colinear statistics. The challenging aspeet in the 
present simulation is that the various angles share some features. Hence, if one cell emerges 
a winner for a particular angle, it has the tendency to emerge as the winner for other angles 
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that have common features with the angk that it has learned before. Il>lbituative transmit-
ter gates are used to overcome this tenchmcy. The~ winning cell habituates and does not fire 
for awhile in response to subsequent input presentations, thus allowing other cells to code 
subsequent inputs. 
4.1.1 Simulation setup 
There are sixteen excitatory cells at each spatial position in layer 2/3A of the model. These 
sixteen cells at each position will code the various angle and colinear bipolc cells that develop 
there. Half of them receive inputs from vertically oriented layer 3B cells and half from 
horizontally oriented layer 3B cells (Callaway, 1998; Callaway and Wiser, 1996). Cells also 
receive horizontal inputs from cells at different spatial positions within a defined neighborhood. 
The horizontal input from each spatial position was computed as the total activity, within 
orientation, of all the cells at that spatial position. Figure Sa shows a schematic of the 
simulation setup. 
Each excitatory cell at a spatial position has four inhibitory interncurons associated with 
it whose learned interactions with the excitatory cell will give rise to the bipole property; see 
Figure 8b. The inhibitory intcrneurons has inhibitory connections with the excitatory cells 
and with other inhibitory interneurons. This setup models the long-range excitation and short-
range inhibition found in layer 2/3A of Vl (Callaway, 1998). The inhibitory connection from 
the interneurons to the excitatory cell balances the excitation from the hori~ontal connections 
to ensure that the cell can fire only if it receives direct bottom-up input, or su!Ticient input from 
both sides. At the same time, the recurrent inhibitory connections among the interneurons 
normalizes the total inhibition so that the cell can fire when its inputs satisfy the bipole 
property. Both the excitatory ancl the inhibitory adaptive weights between these cells arc 
lcarnccl, starting from zero initial values. 
4.1.2 Input presentation 
The various inputs used in the simulation are shown in Figure 8c. In order to make the 
simulation simple, the input is presented at or around a constant spatial position and the 
weights that develops at that spatial position were used at all other spatial positions. This 
simplification saves a great deal of computational time and is justified by the hypothesis that 
image statistics arc the same across position. Since the weights are learned at a single position 
the inputs were presented to the network such that the intersection (in case of angles) or the 
center of the input (in case of colinear line segments) was centered around that position. For 
each iteration, a random input was chosen and then presented to the network. 
4.1.3 Activity-dependent habituative transmitter gates 
The simulation shows that, at each position, each cell can get tuned to one of the input 
features, in our case to a set of angles and colinear lines. As noted above, the challenging 
aspect of the simulation is that the various inputs share similar features. Hence, if one cell 
emerges a winner in the first iteration, then it could become the winner for any subsequent 
iterations. This is because the weights are ~ero initially and updated for each iteration. Since 
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Figure 8: Developmental simulation of layer 2/3A cells into angl<~ cells and co linear bipole cells: 
(a) Simulation setup. Five positions arc shown in the figure. At each position there are two 
cells that receive bottom-up input from horizontally oriented cells, shown as shaded circles, 
and two cells that receive bottom-up input from vertically oriented cells, shown as unshaded 
circles. Each cell receives two types of connections from cells at other positions: connections 
from horizontally oriented cells, indicated by shaded triangles, and connections from vertically 
oriented ccllr;, indicated by unshaded triangles. The weights ofthcsc connections arc learned in 
the simulations. For simplicity, inhibitory interncurons are not shown. (b) Each excitatory cell 
is associated with four inhibitory interneurons (black disks). The four inhibitory interncurons 
receive part of the horizontal input, depending on their position (left, right, top or bottom) 
received by the excitatory cell at their position. 
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Figure 8: Developmental simulation of layer 2/3A cells into anr,lc cells ancl colinear bipole 
cells (cont.) (c) Inputs used in the simulation. There arc six different inputs corresponding to 
four different right angles, and vertical and horizontal line segments. Horizontal and vertical 
lines represent input from horizontally and vertically oriented cells, respectively. Oblique lines 
indicate the presence of inputs from both horizontal ancl vertical cells. The length of the lines 
represent the strength of inputs. (cl) Result of the developmental simulation showing long--
range layer 2/3A connection weights for the sixteen cells at a single spatial position. Each cell 
receives two types of connections from other positions: connections from horizontally oriented 
cells, and connections fl·om vertically oriented cells. Horizontal ancl vertical line.c; represent 
weights from horizontally and vertically oriented cells, respectively. Oblique lines indicate 
weight from both horizontally and vertically oriented cells. Sec text for details. 
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the inputs share features, the winning cell would have a bias to win again over other cells. 
Activity-dependent habituativl~ transmitters overcome this tendency (Grossberg, 1969, 1976, 
1980). These transmitters gate, or nmltiply, the combined bottom-up and horizontal input 
before the gated signal call activate the cell. Since the transmitter multiples the input, after it 
habituates, the gated input. to the cell decreases. This enables other celb to emerge as winners 
during subsequent input presentations and to get tuned to other input. f()at.ures. Recent. neu-
rophysiological experiments have confirmed the predicted existence of such habit.uative gates, 
or depressing synapses, at. cortical cells (Abbott, Varela, Sen and Nelson, 1997; l\llarkrarn and 
Tsoclyks, 1996; Tsodyks, Pa.wleslik and Markram, 1998). A similar role for activity-dependent 
ha.bituative gating has been described in other models of cortical developrnent (Grossberg and 
Seitz, 2002; Grunewald and Grossberg, 1998; Olson and Grossberg, 1998). Later sections show 
how the same habituative gates can also lead to bistable 3D percepts of a Necker cube 2D 
image. This analysis hereby suggests that bistable percepts may arise from mechanisms that 
are needed to control c:mtical development. 
4.1.4 Simulation results 
The simulation was run until the excitatory and inhibitory weights converged which took ap-
proximately 6000 input presentations. Since the horizontal weights are zero initially, random 
selection of the bottom-up inputs to eaeh neuron ensures that a single neuron will have rnorc 
bottom-up input than others and hence emerge as a winner through competitive interactions. 
Once the neuron emerges as a winner, it learns the input by self~organizing the excitatory 
horizontal connection weights, and inhibitory connection weights, with other layer 2/3A cells. 
Once the horizontal weights beeome sufiieiently large through learning, they influence the 
activation of the eel! suc:h that the cell that codes the input emerges as a winner. The neuron 
also habituates onee it emerges as a winner so that, in subsequent input presentations, other 
neurons can win the competition and !cam to map othm· inputs. Since there are at least two 
neurons for each input, even if one gets habituated, the other can win the competition if the 
same input is presented for two consecutive input presentations. The results of the sinmlation 
are shown in Figure 8d, which shows the horizontal connec:tion weights, from cells at other 
positions and of different orientations, for each of the sixteen cells. The results show that 
some neurons get turwd to different angles and some others are tuned to colincar lines. 
4.2 Necker cube simulation 
In order to clarify how a 2D image can give rise to one or more 3D percepts, a Necker cube 2D 
image was simulated. The simulation shows how a 2D Necker cube image can be interpreted 
in 3D and how bistable percepts occur. The simulation was done using the laminar model 
shown in Figure 2b. There are four clifl'erent cell types in layer 2/3A of V1 and V2: They 
are angle cells and colinear bipole cells in Vl, and angle cells and disparity-gradient cells in 
V2. The layer 2/3A cells in V1 feed into layer 2/3A cells in V2 and they, in turn feed back 
into layer 2/3A of Vl. This simplification from the full 3D LAMINART model of Figure 3 
was done to ease the computational load. The simulation results should not change if the full 
3D LAiVIINART model is used, since the rate-limiting interactions for the simulated data arc 
captured by the simplified model in Figure 2b. 
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Each Vl colinear bipole cell is determined by its position, orientation, and clispal'ity. Each 
Vl angle cell is determined by its position, angle type, and disparity. V2 angle cells are 
similar to Vl angle cells and are also clctcnnincd by their position, angle type and dispar-
ity. Each V2 disparity-gradient cell is cletcnnined by its position, orientation, disparity, and 
disparity-gradient; see Figure 2b. Four orientations (horizontal, vertical and two obliques), 
three disparities (Dl, D2, and D:3), eight different. angles corresponding to the eight corners 
of the Necker cube, and three different disparity-gradients (zero, positive and negative) were 
used in the simulation. Parameter Dl represents the set of all disparities that correspond 
to the fixation depth of a planar irnage, whereas D2 represents a slightly further depth and 
D3 a still further depth. The model network is similar to the network used in the devel-
opmental simulation in Section 4.1. In that ;;imulation, layer 2/3A cells developed into Vl 
angle cells and colinear bipole cells. Similar rules can be used to develop V2 angle cells and 
disparity-gradient cells. All these cells arc variants of bipole cells. The architectural similarity 
of different kinds of cells enables the model to be simple but at the same time able to simulate 
a wide variety of data. 
4.2.1 Input generation 
A;; was clone for the developmental simulations, the inputs to layer 2/3A of V1 were generated 
by hand to be consistent with previous model sinmlation outputs (Grossberg and McLough-
lin, 1997; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). For the developmental simulations, the inputs were 
presented at a single disparity, since the simulation focused on interactions within disparity. 
For the Necker cube simulation, the inputs to layer 2/3A cells were presented at multiple 
depths (D1, D2, and D3). In all the Necker cube simulations, the input to a single vertex 
was strengthened by increasing the activation of the corresponding horizontal and vertical 
line segments within a small neighborhood near the vertex, a;; illustrated in Figure 9a. Thi;; 
was done to simulate an attentional focus at. that particular vertex. Kawabata (1986) showed 
that the interpretation of the Necker cube depends on which angle is attended. In particular, 
the Necker cube percept for which the square on which the highlighted angle i;; present is 
seen is front is more probable than the other interpretation. The analysis below indicates 
how attention to any edge fragment, or indeed any momentary enhancement of the boundary 
corresponding to that edge due to internal changes of state, can yield similar results. Gross-
berg (1994) described why and how a 2D image can initially activate complex cells that code 
different disparities. Correspondingly, the Necker cube stimulus generated an input to layer 
2/3A complex cells at multiple depths, a;; shown in .Figure 9b. 
4.2.2 Activation of layer 2/3A cells in VI 
In the model Vl, angle cells get activated at the corners and the colinear bipole cells get 
activated by the straight edge;;. This segregation of activation occurs by two mechanisms. 
First, clue to the bipole property of these cells, angle cells get maximum input at corners, 
while the colincar bipole cells get maximum input along straight edges. Second, competition 
among different angle and colinear bipole cells at the same position and disparity sharpens 
the responses of the cells to the input. As a result, angle cells arc activated at corners 
while colinear bipole cells are activated along ;;traight edges. The simulation output for the 
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Figure 9: (a) Sclwmatic of input to Necker cube simulation. Three types of input, with 
highlights at vertex A, B, and H, were used. The terms "first square" and "second square " 
are used in the text to refer to the two squares. (b) Ivlodel input with highlight at vertex B 
to layer 2/3A cells at multiple depths. This input is generated by hand to be consistent with 
previous model simulations (Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). Dl, D2, ancl D3 represent different 
depths. See text for details. 
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Figure 10: Model output f(Jr the activation of Vl colinear bipolc and angle cells in layer 2/3A 
for the Necker cnbc input. (a) Vl colinear bipole cells, (b) Vl angle cells. There are eleven 
colincar bipole and angle cells along each edge of the Necker cube. The colinear bipole cells 
(a) get activated along straight edges while angle cells (b) get activated at corners. Dl, D2, 
and D3 represent different depths. 
segregation of activation for Vl angle cells and colinear hipole cells is shown in Figure 10. 
4.2.3 Activation of layer 2/3A cells in V2 
Figure 11 shows how VI colinear bipole cells and V2 angle cells activate the disparity-gradient 
cells for some of the corners of the Necker cube. A colinear bipole cell in Vl activates all 
disparity-gradient cells in V2 equally at their corresponding position, orientation and depth. 
V2 angle cells strongly activate zero disparity-gradient cells along the horizontal and verti-
cal orientations, and cross disparity-gradient cells along the oblique orientations, at nearby 
positions. As discussed in Section 3, the se!eetivity of the angle cells in activating disparity-
gradient cells can be learned fi·om 3D image statistics, and is described mathematically in the 
Appendix for various angles corresponding to the corners of the Necker cube. The activation 
of disparity-gradient cells by colincar bipole cells and V2 angle cells for the complete Necker 
cube input is shown in Figure 12a and the combined activation of disparity-gradient cells is 
shown in Figure 12b. 
V2 angle cells and disparity-gradient cells at the same position, but difl'erent disparities, 
angles, and disparity-gradients, compete with each other. This competition sharpens the 
response of the cells to the input and helps to disambiguate ambiguous activations. 
4.2.4 Grouping and attentional propagation by disparity-gradient cells 
Disparity-gradient cells interact with disparity-gradient cells at other positions, disparities, 
and clisparity-graclients, through long-range horizontal connections in layer 2/3A of V2. These 
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Figure 11: Activation of disparity-gradient cells by co linear bipole cells and V2 angle cells. The 
colirwar bipole cells activate all disparity-gradient cells equally at the corresponding position. 
Angle cells activate disparity-gradient cells selectively at nearby positions. Shaclccl circle 
represent active cell, unshadecl circle represents inactive cell. The strength of the activation 
is inclicatccl by the darkness of the shade. See text for details. 
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Figure 12: (a) Activation of disparity-gradient cells by angle and colincar bipolc cells for 
the Necker cube input. Colinear bipolc cells activate all disparity-gradient cells equally 
along straight edges, while angle cells selectively activate disparity-gradient cells near cor-
ners. Thickness of the lines indicate strength of activation. (b) Combined activation, by 
angle and colinear bipole cells, of disparity-gradient cells. 
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horizontal interactions play a key role in explaining the type of :)D grouping percepts that 
have b(ocn reported; e.g., Tse (1999) and Liinasuo et al. (2000). The grouping principles 
arc a natural extension to the explanation of 3D slanted and curved surfaces of grouping 
principlm that have been used before to explain 2D and 3D planar surface percepts (Grossberg, 
1994, 1997; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg and l\llingolla, 1985a,b; Kelly and 
Grossberg, 2000). 
For the Necker cube input, the zero disparity-gradient cells group along horizontal and 
vertical arms of the cube while the cross disparity-gradient cells group along the oblique arms. 
At the same time, attentional highlight of the angle at vertex B increases the activation of 
horizontal and vertical arms of the first square (Figure 9a). The increased activation of the 
horizontal and vertical arms of the first square, as depicted in Figure 13a, is caused due to 
attentional propagation mechanism. Attention can propagate along a boundary grouping by 
means of long-range horizontal connections in layer 2/3A, as reported experimentally by Roell~ 
sema et al. (1998) and modeled by Grossberg and Raizada (2000). A similar mechanism is 
used to propagate the attentional highlight along the horizontal and vertical arms of the first 
square. In particular, the activity of the horizontal and vertical disparity-gradient cells in the 
model can be modulated by their horizontal and vertical inputs from either side, if they also 
receive bottom-up input from Vl colinear bipole cells. Thus, the disparity-gradient cells on 
the highlight translate their increased activation to other disparity-gradient cells along the 
vertical and horizontal arms, as schcmatized in Figure 13a and simulated in Figure Bb. 
4.2.5 Breaking ofT-junctions 
The F1\CADE model proposed how boundaries corresponding to the stem of a T-junction in 
an image or scene can be split from boundaries corresponding to the top during figure-ground 
separation (Grossberg, 1994). In particular, long-range grouping cornbincd with short-range 
con1petition, across orientations and positions, can break the stem of the T from its top 
(Figure 1:J). In the present example, the long-range grouping by disparity-gradient cells 
increases the activation of boundaries that correspond to the attended square. At the T 
junctions of the Necker cube, depicted by shaded circles in Figure 13a, the activity of the 
horizontal and vertical arms of the first square is greater than the corresponding activity of 
the horiwmt.al and vertical arms of the second square. Spatial and orientational competition 
among vertical and horizontal disparity-gradient. cells enable the first square to inhibit the 
activity of second square near the T junetions, thereby detaching the stem of the T frorn its 
top (Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). The simulation output is shown in Figure 13b. 
4.2.6 Filling-in and near-to-far inhibition 
As discussed in Section 2.5, filling-in a boundary representation can lead to visible surface 
percepts. In the FACADE model, boundary signals at multiple depths are used to capture 
surbce signals within depth-selective filling-in domains, or FIDOs. Grossberg (1994) showed 
that too many boundary and surface fragments arc initially formed because each complex 
cell is sensitive to a range of disparities. In particular, for the Necker cube input, the first 
square is represented at multiple depths (Figure 9), which leads to redundant boundary rep-
resentations. Elimination of the redundant boundaries is realized by the process whereby the 
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Figmc 13: (a) T junction gap formation: The increa,;ed activation of vertical and hori~on­
tal arm,; near vertex B spreads through long-range horizontal connections among disparity-
gradient cells along the arms, and thorough V2 angle cells at corners. The increased activation 
of the first square (Figure 9a) inhibits the activation of vertical and hori~ontal arms around T 
junction by spatial and orientational competition across positions and orientations. (b) Cor-
responding model output. Note that due to T junction break-up, there is a closed boundary 
that supports filling-in for the first square, but not for the second square. 
boundary and surface properties are bound into a consistent boundary-surface percept. In 
particular, if a region within a FIDO is smTmmdecl by a closed boundary, then it can contain 
its filling-in signals. A contour-sensitive output pwcess can sense the bounding contour of this 
region. These output signals strengthen the boundaries at the same depth and c:orresponding 
positions. They also inhibit the redundant boundaries at further depths and the same posi-
tions. This inhibition from near to far depths is called DO'It'ndm·y pnm'ing (Grossberg, 1994). 
Boundary pruning spares the closest surface representation that suc:cessfully fills in a closed 
boundary at a given set of positions. The process is illustrated in Figure) 14. 
Initially, the 2D image of the two overlapping rectangles is represented at multiple depths 
as discussed in Section 4.2.1 (Figure 14a). The T-junctions are broken due to grouping 
and spatial and orientational competition, as described in Section 4.2.5 (Figure 14b). This 
allows filling-in to occur selectively within the horizontal rectangles at both dept.ho; D1 and 
D2 (Figure 14c:). The contour-sensitive signals extracted from the filled-in FIDOs inhibit the 
boundary signals at further depths (Figure 14d). As a result, the redundant representations 
of the horizontal rectangle is pruned. The partially ocduded vertical rectangle boundaries in 
Figure 14e can then be amodally complete by bipole gwuping (clashed lines). This example 
illustrates how surface filling-in can influence figure-ground segregation (Albert, 1999). 
In the model, all disparity-gradient cells ""- positive, negative, and zero within depth 
act as strong filling-in barriers for the FIDOs at the corresponding depth, and weak filling-in 
barriers at other depths. This boundary representation, shown in Figure 13, supports filling-in 
within the firot square of the Necker cube, but not within the second square. This is because 
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Figure 14: Boundary pruning: The initial multiple depth representation of a 2D image is 
pruned by filling-in and near-to-far inhibition. (a) Initial representation. (b) T junction 
breakup (c) Filling-in at depths Dl and D2. (d) The boundaries extracted from the FIDOs 
enhance the BCS signals within depth while inhibiting the BCS signals at far depths. (e) 
This near-to-far inhibition prunes the redundant boundaries which allows boundaries at far 
depth to get completed (clashed lines). 
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there is a closed boundary corresponding to the first square hut there is no closed bomrdary 
for the second square. The redundant boundaries arc pruned as follows: In order to case the 
computationalloacl, the boundary representation that corresponds to the succ:essfully f-illed-in 
square directly inhibits the boundary representations at further depths, as shown in Figure lG. 
4.2.7 Disambiguation by grouping 
Once the near-to-far inhibition occurs, the first square is rcpresentc~d at depth Dl while 
the second square is represented at all depths, Dl, D2, and D3. This causes an increase in 
activation of angle cells corresponding to the corners of the first square at depth Dl, compared 
to other depths. This is because the angle cells corresponding to corners of the first square 
at. depth Dl receive both bottom-up input from Vl angle cells, and horiwntal input from 
disparity-gradient cell;;, whereas the angle cells at depths D2 and D3 get bottom-up input 
from Vl angle cells but. zero horizontal input from disparity-gradient cells. Due to competition 
between angle cells across depths within position, the angle cells at depth Dl inhibit the 
corresponding angle cells at other depths. This causes the cross disparity-gradient cells near 
the corrwrs of the first square to get activated more in depth Dl than at other depths. This 
is because the disparity-gradient cells at the corners of the first square arc not activated by 
angle celLs at depths D2 and D3, but only by colincar bipole cells. In depth Dl though, the 
disparity-gradient cells are activated by both angle cells and colincar bipole cells. The weak 
representation of the disparity-gradient cells in D2 and D3 is then inhibited by competition 
across disparity and within position among disparity-gradient cells. The representation of 
cross disparity-gradient cell activation is schematically shown in Figure 16a. 
As discussed before (Figure 4), positive disparity-gradient cells group from near to htr 
while negative disparity-gradient cells group from far to near. As shown in Figure 16a, positive 
disparity-gradient cells at depth D2 get input from other c:olinear positive disparity-gradient 
cells from depths Dl and D3 at nearby positions, thus increasing its activation at depth 
D2, as shown in Figure 1Gb. Negative disparity-gradient cells get. input from other colinear 
negative clisparity-gradicmt cells only at depth Dl, but not D3, and hence the activation of the 
negative disparity-gradient cell is not increased. This is because negative disparity-gradient 
cells group from far-to-near and hence receive input from cells at far depths and cells at 
near depths, as illustrated in Figure 4. The increased activation of positive clisparity-graclient 
cells together with competition across disparities and disparity-gradients leads to inhibition 
of negative disparity-gradient cells at all depths, as shown in Figure 16c. 
Now the angle cells corresponding to the corners of the second square, at depth D3 receive 
more input than the corresponding angle cells at depths Dl and D2. Thi;; is because, the 
angle cells at depth D3 receive input from positive disparity-gradient cells and zero disparity-
gradient cells, while the ones at depths Dl and D2 receive input only from zero disparity-
gradient cells. The inc:reased activation of angle cells lead to increased activation of zero 
disparity-gradient. cells in depth D3, as shown in Figure 17. Again, clue to competition between 
disparity-gradient cells across disparity-gradients and depths, the zero disparity-gradient cells 
at depth D3 inhibit the zero disparity-gradient cells at depths Dl and D2, thereby leading to 
a stable representation of the Necker cube. The simulated boundaries of the Necker cube are 
shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 15: (a) Boundary pruning by near-to-far inhibition inhibits the boundary representa-
tion of the first square at depths D2 and D3. (b) Model boundaries after near-to-far inhibition. 
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Figure 16: Positive disparity-gradient cells ( +) group more strongly than negative disparity-
gradient cells (-) and inhibit negative disparity-gradient cells. (a) Positive disparity-gradient 
cells at depth D2 get input (arrows in the figure) from other colinear positive disparity-
gradient cells at depths Dl and D3. Negative disparity-gradient cells at depth D2 get input 
only from depth Dl. (b) As a result, positive disparity-gradient cells are activated more than 
negative disparity-gradient cells. (c) Competition across disparity-gradients and disparity 
inhibits weaker representations. See text for details. 
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Figure 17: (a) Strong pooitive disparity-gradient cell activation at depth D3 increases the 
activation of zero disparity-gradient cello at that depth through V2 angle cello (b). (c) Zero 
disparity-gradient cells at depth D3 inhibits zero disparity-gradient cells at other depths. 
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Figure 18: lli!odc:l simulation of Necker cube boundaries. +,0,- indicates positive, zero, and 
negative disparity-gradient cells, respectively. D1, D2, and D3 represents different depths. 
The top row represents negative disparity-gradient cells, the middle row represents zero 
disparity-gradient cells and the bottom row represents negative disparity-gradient cells. The 
columns represent depths, D1, D2, and D3. 
In summary, the interpretation of the Necker cube involves three main processes. First, 
angle cells sc:lectivcly activate disparity-gradient cells locally ncar the corners. Increased atten-
tion to a particular angle of the Necker cube lead to the asymmetric breaking of the X junction 
and figure-ground separation. Then, cooperative grouping among disparity-gradient cells and 
competition between disparity-gradient cells across disparities and disparity-gradients lead to 
a final boundary representation of the Necker cube. 
4.3 Necker cube simulation with different attentional focus 
The present simulation shows how attention to a different angle of the Necker cube can bias the 
interpretation of the Necker cube to form a different 3D percept. The difference in where the 
attentional highlight is present leads to a different figure-ground segregation. Since an angle of 
the second square is highlighted (angle H in Figure 9a), the zero disparity-gradient cells that 
represent vertical and horizontal arms of the second square are activated more than those of 
the first square. This causes the same cascade of events to occur for the second square that was 
summarized in Figures 13 and 15 for the first square. In particular, attention propagates along 
the boundary of the second square and leads to inhibition of the vertical and horizontal arms 
of the first square ncar the T junctions. Ncar-to-far inhibition leads to a representation where 
the second square is represented in depth Dl. This representation increases the activity of 
negative disparity-gradient cells, as opposed to positive disparity-gradient cells in the previous 
simulation, thereby leading to a different 3D boundary representation of the Necker cube, as 
shown in Figure 19. All parameters and settings for the simulation remained the same except 
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Figure 19: (a) Input with attentional highlight at vertex H (Figure 9). (b) Model simulation of 
boundary representation. Note that attentional highlight at a different vertex (from Figure 18) 
leads to a different interpretation of the Necker cube. +,0,- represents positive, zero, and 
negative disparity-gradient cells, respectively. Dl, D2, and D3 represent different depths. 
for the slight attentional bias in the input. 
4.4 Necker cube simulation with different length 
The depth at whieh the second square gets representee! in the previous simulations is depcn-
clcnt on the length of the oblique lines of the Necker cube. This section shows how the cross 
disparity-gradient cells group for a smaller Nec:ker cube. The input to the network, shown in 
Figure 20a, is similar to the one used in the previous simulations except that it is smaller in 
size. This forces the grouping of disparity-gradient cells to group between depths Dl and D2, 
thereby representing the second square at depth D2 as shown in Figure 20b, instead of D3, 
as shown in Figure 18 for a larger Necker cube. 
4.5 Necker cube reversals and cortical development 
The previous simulations we showed how the Necker cube image generates a stable 3D bound-
ary representation when attention is focused on a single angle at a vertex, or for that matter, 
when any fluctuation in boundary strength favors one representation over the other. The 
Necker cube percept is, however, bistable and its interpretation switches over time (Heath, 
Ehrlich and Orbaeh, 1963; Kawabata, 1986; Maier, Wilke, Leopold, Treue and Logothetis, 
2001). Section 4.1 noted that habituative transmitters are needed to develop horizontal con-
nections in layer 2/3A of Vl into angle and co linear bipole eells, and by extension, angle and 
disparity-gradient cells in V2. Such habituativc transmitters in V2, when they interact with 
the rest of the network, can also generate bistable pmcepts. In particular, the model switches 
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Figure 20: (a) Small Necker cube input with highlight at vertex A. (b) iV!oclel simulation of 
boundaries. +,0,- indicates positive, zero, and negative disparity-gradient cells, respectively. 
D 1, D2, and D:J represent different depths. See text for details. 
its boundary representations through time when habituative transmitters gate the excitatory 
ancl inhibitory inputs to layer 2/3A cells of V2. This result links development to perception 
by showing that habituativc mechanisms necessary for development can also explain bistable 
percepts. 
Layer 2/3A cells of V2 receive long-range horizontal inputs from other layer 2/3A cells 
in V2 and bottom-up input from layer 2/3A of Vl. Layer 2/3A cells also receive inhibitory 
inputs from other layer 2/3A cells of V2. Habituativc transmitters are proposed to gate both 
the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to layer 2(lA cells. For simplicity, one transmitter is 
proposed to gate all excitatory inputs, both bottom-up and horizontal, and another to gate 
all inhibitory inputs to a cell. 
Figure 21 shows the Necker cube representation of the network at different time steps. 
Figure 21a shows the initial interpretation of the Necker cube. This is similar to the previous 
simulation output discussed bdorc, which shows how the network behaves when its transmit-
ters arc fully accumulated. After some time, the winning disparity-gradient cells habituate. 
In particular, the disparity-gradient cells corresponding to the first square at depth Dl and 
the disparity-gradient cells corresponding to the second square at depth D3 habituate. The 
second square get activated at depths Dl and D2 as the activation of, a.nd inhibition from, 
the disparity-gradient cells corresponding to the second square at depth D3 decreases due to 
habituation. At the same time, the first square get activated at depths D2 and D3 as the 
disparity-gradicmt cells corresponding to the first square at depth Dl habituate. Since the 
activation of disparity-gradient cells corresponding to the second square is more than the acti-
vation of disparity-gradient cells corresponding to the first square at depth Dl, the T junctions 
are broken. Now, the network state is similar to that in Section 4.3. The model boundary 
representation now supports the second interpretation, as shown in Figure 2lb, which is sim-
ilar to the output of the model in Figure 19. After some time, the network cycles back to the 
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initial interpretation as habituation and recovery proceed, as shown in Figure 2lc. T'hns, even 
though habituation operates locally at individual cells, the model switches between globally 
eonsistent interpretations. This is because the various cells in the network are coupled in a 
context-sensitive way by both intralarninar and interlaminar feedback. 
4.6 Model simulations of slant representation without monocular 
cues 
A slanted rectangle, when viewed in 3D, is represented at multiple depths by matching its 
binocular disparities. Recent modeling has shown how such binocular matcher; can be carried 
out in layers 3B and 2/3A of Vl (Grossberg and Howe, 2002). These Vl cell responses can 
be grouping by V2 disparity-gradient cells to code the slant of a 3D object. This section 
describes simulations that illustrate this property. It is also shown how disparity-gradient 
cells can complete groupings across depth, as during percepts of 3D neon color displays. 
Since these simulations focus on interactions between disparity-gradient cells, angle cells 
in both Vl and V2 are not used. Colinear bipole cells directly activate disparity-gradient 
cells. Three different inputs to layer 2/3A cells of Vl were generated corresponding to (1) 
a flat surface, (2) a slanted surface, and (3) a slanted neon surface, as shown in Figure 22. 
The flat surface is represented by activation within depth, the slanted surface is represented 
by activation across depths (Figure 5), and the slanted neon surface is represented similarly 
to the slanted surface case but with zero activation in depth D2. These inputs were gener-
ated to show how the disparity-gradient cells group and complete boundaril>S across depths, 
and are consistent with previous model simulations of 3D boundary and surface perception; 
e.g., Grossberg and Howe (2002) and Grossberg ancl McLoughlin (1997). The slanted surface 
is represented as a parallelogram made of vertical ancl oblique line segments (Figure 5). 
4.6.1 Simulation results 
The colinear bipole cells get activated by the representations at various depths for the inputs 
discussed before. As discussed before, colinear bipole cells at a particular depth activate 
all disparity-gradient cells zero, positive, and negative - equally at their corresponding 
depths. Even though the initial activation of all disparity-gradient cells at corresponding 
depths are equal, the long-range horizontal connections between disparity-gradient cells to-
gether with short-range inhibition across depths and disparity-gradients lead to the correct 
3D boundary representation. 
For the flat surface (Figure 22a), the input is represented within a single depth. The 
colinear bipole cells activate all disparity-gradient cells at that depth equally. Since zero 
disparity-gradient cells group strongly within depth, their activation increases, and compe-
tition between disparity-gradient cells across disparity-gradients and depths, eliminate the 
activity of cross disparity-gradient cells. The final output, shown in Figure 22a, is repre-
sented by zero disparity-gradient cells within depth. 
For the slanted surface (Figure 22b), the input is represented at multiple depths. The 
colinear bipole cells activate all disparity-gradient eells at the eorresponding depths. Since the 
input is present at multiple depths, cross disparity-gradient cells group more strongly than 
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Figure 21: Necker cube reversal simulation. i\llodel simulation of boundary representation 
at different time units. +,0,- represents positive, zero, and negative disparity-gradient cells, 
respectively. Dl, D2, and D3 represents dHfcrent depths. (a) Model simulation of boundary 
representation at time step 15. (b) Time step: 49. (c) Time step: 77. (d) Time step: 100. 
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Figure 22: 3D input simulation. +,0,- represents positive, zero, and negative diiiparity-
gradicnt cells, respectively. Dl, D2, and D3 represent diflerent depths. (a) Input and output 
for the fiat surface. Note that the output is represented by zero disparity-gradient cells within 
depth. (b) Input and output for the slanted surface. Note that the output is represented by 
zero disparity-gradient and positive disparity-gradient cells indicating the slant of the input. 
(e) Input and output for the slanted neon surface. Even though there is no input in depth 
D2, the disparity-gradient cells complete correctly at depth D2. Note the similarity between 
this output and the output for the slanted surface. 
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1,ero disparity-gradient cells. In particular, posit rve disparity-gradient cells group strongly 
than negative or 1,cro disparity-gradient cells. This is because positive disparity-gradient 
cells group from near to far, and hence cells at depth D2 get hori2ontal input from depth 
D1 and D3, whereas negative disparity-gradient cells at depth D2 do not get any horizontal 
input (Figure 16). Again, positive disparity-gradient cells inhibit negative and zero disparity-
gradient cells through competition between disparity-gradient cells across depths. The final 
representation of the input by disparity-gradient cells is shown in Figure 22b. 
The slanted neon surface input (Figure 22e) is similar to the slanted surface input except 
that there is no activation at depth D2. This representation schematically models a slanted 
neon surface. The output of the simulation is shown in Figure 22c. The simulation shows that 
the positive disparity-gradient cells correctly complete the boundary at appropriate depths, 
yielding a boundary like that for the slanted surface (Figure 22b). 
4.6.2 Filling-in of slanted and neon surfaces 
This section proposes how surface filling-in of a slanted surface occurs. As discussed in 
Section 2.5, a slanted or curved boundary could have gaps at certain depths through which 
filling-in signals may escape. In the model, the boundary signals at their preferred depth act as 
a strong barrier to filling-in and weaker barrier at other depths (Figure 5). Closed boundaries 
are hereby generated within depth and filling-in can be contained, at least partially, within 
depth. 
So far, the model simulations have focused on boundary representations. Boundary repre-
sentations need to be complemented with surface filling-in to generate visible percepts (Gross-
berg, 1994). Grossberg and Todorovic (1988) showed that a first step in computing the relative 
lightness of two surfaces, while discounting the illuminant, can be aehieved by cells that in-
teraet thorough a center-surround symmetric receptive fields. Two kinds of cells, on-center 
ofi~surround (ON), and off-center on-surround (OFF), that respond to increases or decreases 
in intensity, respectively, arc used in the model (Kandel, Schwart7, and Jessell, 2000). The 
excitatory and inhibitory components are balanced so that the cell responses are attenuated 
to spatially uniform stimulation and the cell, therefore, respond preferentially to lightness 
borders. The ON and OFF cells generate ON and OFF filling-in signals, as shown in Fig-
ure 23a, in response to the input image shown in the figure. These filling-in signals arc then 
used to fill-in the ON and OFF FIDOs (Section 4.2.6). The relative lightness of a surface 
is represented by the balance of activation of the ON and OFF FIDOs. That is, a darker 
color is represented by strong activation of the OFF FIDO and weak activation of the ON 
FIDO. At the same time, lighter color is representee! by strong activation of the ON FIDO and 
weak activation of the OFF FIDO. Hence, the relative strength of the ON and OFF FIDOs 
indicates the color of the surface, and is computed as [ON- OFF]+ in model simulations. 
The simulation uses the disparity-gradient boundaries shown in Figure 22 as filling-in 
barriers. The ON and OFF filling-in signals are not depth-sensitive and hence projcet to 
all depths. The boundary signals at each depth act as a barrier to the filling-in signals and 
restrict the filling-in to create visible surfaces. 
The simulation output for the flat surface, along with the corresponding boundary signals, 
is shown in Figure 23a. The filling-in is strong at depth D1 while it weak or non-existent 
at depths D2 and D3. This is because the boundary signals at depth Dl project strongly to 
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the filling-in domains at depth Dl to restrict the filling-in. At the same time, there are no 
boundary c;ignals at dcpthc; D2 and D3. Only the weak projection frorn depth Dl acts as a 
barrier for the filling-in signals at depths D2 and D:3, and hence filling-in at that depth is 
weak. The filled-in representation for the Hat surface is uniform at depth Dl. The slant of the 
surface at a position is indicated by the relative strength of the filled-in signals across depths. 
For example, for the Hat surface, the strength of the filled-in signal is greater at depth D1 
throughout the surface to represent the Hatm>ss of the surface. 
The simulation output for the slanted surface and the corresponding boundary signals, are 
shown in Figure 23b. Here, the boundary signals are present at all depths, but at different 
positions. This set of filling-in barriers support weak filling-in at all depths and the slant 
of the surface is represented by the relative amount of filling-in across depths. The filled-in 
signal at depth D1 is stronger in the initial part of the surface, while the filled-in signal is 
stronger at depth D3 for the final part of the surface. In the middle, the filled-in signal is 
equal at all depths. The slant of the surface is represented by the relative strength of the 
filled- in signal across depths. 
A neon slanted surface can be filled-in as follows. First, the boundaries need to get com-
pleted across depths. This is achieved by grouping among disparity-gradient cells in our 
model. Second, the lightness inducers arc present only along certain boundary segments. 
For filling-in of planar surfaces, even if inducers are present only along certain parts of the 
boundary, the filling-in signal from those parts can fill-in the whole region bounded by the 
boundary (Gove, Grossberg and iVIingolla, 1995). But when the surface is curved, the bound-
aries along whieh the inducers are present may be at a different depth than the boundaries 
along which there are no inducers. Hence, the filling-in signal needs to spread across depths. 
In the model, the filling-in signal projects to all depths, and since a strong boundary at a given 
depth also acts as a weak barrier at other depths, the filling-in signals are at least partially 
contained at all depths. The ON and OFF filling-in signals and the resultant filled-in surface 
output are shown in Figure 23c. The model output is similar to that in the slanted surhtce 
ca;,e even though the boundaries and filling-in signals arc not present at certain depths along 
the surface. 
A measure of depth can be obtained from the activity of the filled-in regions. In particular, 
Fig·ure 23 shows the filled-in activity at three depths, D1, D2 and D3. 'I'he depth value at 
a particular point can be calculated as D = QJ_:cl,n1 -I-I~';; 11 "1'~·D3 * 11 "", where Dl, D2, and D3 J dl d2-- d:~ 
are the relative depth values, Adr, Ar12 and Ar1,1 are the activities of the filled regions at the 
respective depths. The depth value, D, which is between Dl and D3 can then indicate the 
relative depth of the surface (sec Figure 23d) 
5 Discussion 
The FACADE model has earlier been used to explain percepts such as 2D and planar 3D 
neon color spreading (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a), the McCollough ef-
fect (Grossberg, Hwang and Mingolla, 2002), and data about stereopsis, binocular rivalry, 
and figure-ground separation (Grossberg, 1987; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Kelly and 
Grossberg, 2000; McLoughlin and Grossberg, 1998). The LAMINAHT model showed how 
FACADE mechanisms eould be refined and embedded within the laminar circuits of cortical 
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Figure 23: 3D filling-in simulation. Dl, D2, and D3 represents different depths. (a) Flat 
surface, (b) Slanted surface, and (c) Slanted neon surface. The left part of the figures shows 
the boundary signals (B) for filling-in, and the ON ( +) and OFF (-) filling-in signals. The 
right part shows the ON FIDO output ( + ), OFF FIDO output(-), and [ON- OFF]+ output 
(R). For the flat surface the [ON- OFF]+ output is maximal at depth Dl, while it is weak 
or non-existent at other depths. For the slanted surface, the [ON- OFF]+ output is greater 
in the initial part of the rectangle at depth Dl, greater in the middle part at depth D2, and 
greater in the final part at depth D3. The output for the slanted neon surface is similar to 
the slanted surface result. See text for details. 
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(d) 
Figure 23: 3D filling-in simulation (contd.). (d) The depth values calculated from the filled-in 
values for flat (-.),slanted(--) and slanted neon (- -) surfaces. The depth values for the flat 
surface is constant while the depth value for the slanted surface is increasing indicating the 
positive slant of the surface. See text for details. 
areas Vl and V2, where they were used to explain data about cortical development, learn-
ing, grouping, and attention (Grossberg, 1999; Grossberg and Rai~ada, 2000; Grossberg and 
Williamson, 2001), as well as stereopsis and 3D planar surface representation (Grossberg and 
Howe, 2002). The present article extends the 3D LAMINART model to explain 3D slanted 
and curved surface representation of 3D scenes and 2D images using both intralaminar and 
interlaminar feedback circuits that subserve context-sensitive non-classical receptive fields. 
5.1 3D grouping 
This artide extends 2D grouping principles into 3D to take depth into account. 3D contour 
interpolation has been shown to obey similar constraints to 2D grouping (Garrigan and Kell-
man, 2002), such as relatability (Kellman and Shipley, 1991). Our extension of 2D grouping 
principles to 3D clarifies the neural mechanisms that create these perceptual constraints, and 
provides the first mathematical description of the kernels that can be used for 3D grouping, 
including an explanation of how illusory contours can form across depth. This is accomplished 
using disparity-gradient cells in layer 2/3A of V2. A number of studies have shown that cells 
in V2 code complex properties, such as figure-ground sensitive boundary coding (Zhou et al, 
2000), tuning to stereo edges (von der Heydt et a!., 2000), and tuning to illusory contours 
that is dependent on the depth of the inducers (Bakin ct al., 2000). Recently, cells having 
similar properties to disparity-gradient cells were found in area V4 of the lvlacaquc (Hinkle 
and Connor, 20(Jl). 'vVe predict that cells having such properties may be found as early as 
area V2. 
Using such 3D grouping cells helps to understand percepts like the one shown in Fig-
ure 1b (Tsc, 1999). In this figure, even though the lines of the cube are colinear in the 2D 
image, they do not complete behind the occluder. This is explained in the model as follows. 
When the 3D interpretation is taken into account, the oblique lines of the cube on the left 
arc coded by positive disparity-gradient cells while the oblique lines of the eube on the right 
are coded by negative disparity-gradient cells. The positive and negative disparity-gradient 
cells do not group in the model, and hence the lines are not completed behind the ocduder. 
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Figure 24: (a) Necker cube with curved lines. (b) Necker cube in which the two squares are 
brought together. 
5.2 Slant Aftereffects, Habituation, and Development 
Disparity-gradient cells can also code the slant of an object or image. As noted in Section 1, 
the aftereffect c~xperirnent:; done in Ryan and Gillarn (1993) showed that. the slant aftereffects 
are mediated by cells that code slant. Lee (1999) showed that the size of the aftereffect is 
dependent on disparity difference between the adapting and test smface and the results can 
be explained by hypothesizing cells tuned to po:;itive and negative di:;parity-gradients that 
are also tuned to disparity. The disparity-gradient cells in the model are tuned to different 
disparity-gradient:; and are abo tuned to variou:; depths as in Lee (1999). The rnodcl also 
illustrates how habituativc mechanisms are needed for the development of layer 2/3A cells in 
Vl into angle and colinear bipole cells, and how such habituative mechanisrns can also lead to 
bistable percepts. vVhcm habituative mechanisms interact with competing dic;parity-gradient 
cells, slant aftereffect clata can alc;o be explained. In particular, let us assume that a slanted 
surface with positive slant is shown as the adapting stimuli. The slanted surface will then be 
rcprec;ented by the positive disparity-gradient cells in the model. When a test c;urface with 
2ero slant is shown, the zero and negative disparity-gradient cells are activated more than 
the positive disparity-gradient cells. This is because the positive disparity-gradient cells have 
habituated in response to the adapting stimuli. Hence, the balance of activation shifts toward 
negative slant, albeit slightly. Since the disparity-gradient cells in the model are also tuned 
to disparity, the size of aftereffect is dependent on the disparity difference between the adapt 
and test stimuli, as in the data of Lee (1999). 
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5.3 Other models of 3D interpretation of 2D images 
The 3D LAMINAR.f model embodies a detailed neural explanation of how cells that are 
used for 3D grouping can also be used to disambiguate ambiguous interpretations of 2D 
images. There arc two classes of models that deal with 3D interpretation of 2D irnagcs. In 
the first class (Sugihara, 1986; Waltz, 1972), the edges in the 2D image are labeled as either 
being convex, concave, or occluclcd, depending on the angles that they subtend. This initial 
assignment of labels, and the further enforcement of a globally consistent labeling scheme by 
constraint satisfaction, give rise to a stable 3D interpretation. Thus, the output of the model 
is a labeling· of the edg·es in the 2D image. Even if the edges are consistently labeled, however, 
they still need to be represented in depth. For example, if the length of the oblique lines of a 
Necker cube image is increased, then, even though the angles are the same, the interpretation 
is different because the relative depth between the first and the second square varies. Hence, a 
model needs to explain where the various parts of the 2D image are in depth, and to generate 
a 3D surface representation that matches the human percept. 
The second class of models take a minimization approach to deal with the interpretation 
of a 2D image (Leclerc and Fischler, 1992; Marill, 1991). In these models, the vertices of 
the 2D image are moved in the 3D space such that a measure, such as standard deviation 
of the angles, is minimized subject to certain constraints such as planarity of the surfaces, 
and the compactness of the surface (Sinha and Poggio, 1996). In this approach, the whole 
image is taken into account and hence it is unable t.o deal with local variations. For example, 
consider a variation of the Necker cube image shown in Figure 24a. The figure shows a Necker 
cube-like image that has similar local inf(Jrmation near the corners as that. of the Necker cube, 
but is different in how these corners are connected. They are connected by curved lines rather 
by straight lines. The models that use a global minimization approach cannot cannot deal 
with such local variations. In order to explain the above figure, a local repres<mtatiorr of the 
oblique lines in the image is needed. In the 3D LAMINARr model, the interpretation is built 
up locally by activating disparity--gradient cells through angle cells, and global constraints 
emerge through grouping among disparity-gradient cells. Because, the lines arc curved, the 
disparity-gradient cells group in such a way so as to represent the initial part of the curve 
by positive disparity-gradient cells and the middle part by zero disparity-gradient cells and 
the final part by negative disparity-gradient cells, thus indicating the change in slant of the 
irnage. 
Figure 24b shows a Necker cube in which the two squares are brought together in a single 
vertex. This image leads to a 2D planar interpretation rather than the 3D interpretation, 
even though the local characteristics near the vertices are similar to those in the usual Necker 
cube image. Usually, this interpretation is explained by the non-accidental viewpoint hypoth-
esis (Witkin and Tanenbaum, 1983); namely, if the 2D image is interpreted as a cube, then 
slight variations, such as rotation of the cube, lead to a dramatically different 2D projection. 
Interpreting the image as a 2D planar image leads to a more stable representation. This 
explanation docs not, however, explain what a 3D representation is in the brain, or how a 
3D perturbation of this representation that never takes place can influence it. The 3D LAM-
IN ART model explains the 2D percept as follows. Assume that there is an attentional focus 
at vertex A and that the first square is represented at depth Dl initially. Note that one of the 
corners of the first square is shared by the second square; namely, the upper right corner of 
the first and the lower left corner of the second squares. vVhcn the first square is represented 
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at depth Dl, then that shared corner is also represented at depth Dl. This is true because the~ 
angle cells activate mostly zero disparity-graclicnt cells along the vertical and horizontal lines. 
For the same reason, other corners of the second ,;quare are also represented at depth Dl. 
This eauscs the oblique lines to get grouped within depth and hence the figure is represented 
within depth. This explanation is similar to the model explanation of why a triangle is seen 
as a 2D planar image whereas a parallelogram can be seen in 3D. 
5.4 Interaction of monocular and binocular cues 
The 3D LAMINART model clarifies how 3D cues, such as disparity, and 2D cues, such as 
angles, can interact when they are present in the same image. Psychophysical data for the 
combination of 3D cues and 2D cues supports a weak f1tsion model (Landy, Maloney, Johnston 
and Young, 1995), which argues that eues that are more reliable are weighted more than the 
cues that are less reliable. For example, at. ncar distances, disparity is more reliable than 
at far distances. Hence, disparity information is weighted more at near distances than at 
far distances. On the other hand, monocular cues are rnore reliable for computing slant 
information than disparity cues (Stevens, Lees and Brookes, 1991) and hence are weighted 
more than disparity in such cases. In cases where both cues are equally strong, information 
from both cues is averaged. In the 3D LAMINART MODEL, disparity-gradient cells in Y2 
arc activated by both Yl colinear bipole cells allCl Y2 angle cells. The 3D cue information 
comes from the disparity-sensitive, primarily vertically oriented, Vl colinear bipole cells, 
whereas the 2D cue information comes from Y2 angle cells. These separate paths interact to 
give rise to a stable 3D percept. If the 2D monocular cues arc stronger, they will activate 
the disparity-gradient cells more and hence the interpretation would be more dependent on 
2D cues. If disparity information is stronger, then the disparity-gradient cells would group 
according to disparity and the interpretation would be consistent with disparity information. 
The existence of separate pa.tho for disparity and perspective information is also supported 
by the results in van Ec, van Dam and Erkel ens (2002). They show that when conflicting 
disparity and perspective information is presented, subject>; see the percept specified either 
by disparity or by perspective, but not both. They also show that the percept is bistable, so 
that subjects alternately see the pereept dorninated by either type of cue. As discussed in 
the previous section, the mechanism responsible for bista.bility for Necker cube images in our 
model can also explain the bistability in displays where perspective and disparity information 
a.re presented in conflict. 
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Appendix 
This section describes the model equations. First described arc the equations that were used 
to simulate the development of colinc:ar and non-colincar bipole cells in layer 2/3A. Then 
the equations for the Necker cube and 3D simulations are provided. Each model neuron is 
typically modeled as a single voltage compartment in which the rncmbrane potential, v(t), is 
given by 
Cm~l~l;t) = (Eieak- v(t))9Ieak + (Ecxcite- v(t))g,,,;,,(t.) + (E;nhib- v(t)).9inhib(t), (1) 
where E represent reversal potentials, .9Ieak is a constant leakage conductance, and the time-
varying conductances .9excicc(t) and .9inhib(t) represent the total inputs to the cell (Grossberg, 
1973; Hodgkin, 1964). The following network cquatiom arc instances of this general membrane 
equation, where, for simplicity, the capacitance term Cm was set equal to 1, the reversal 
potentials are set to: Eexcitc = 1, Einhib = -1, and Ekak = 0, except where indicated. Then 
equation (1) can be rewritten in the form, 
d 
dt;V = -QV + (1 -··- v).YexciLc- (1 + v)ginhib 1 (2) 
where cv is a constant decay rate, .9excice is the total excitatory input, and 9inhib is the total 
inhibitory input. 
The differential equations were implemented in i\llatlab and numerically integrated using 
an adaptive step si~c Runge-Kutta 4,5 rnethocl. For computational simplicity, the equations 
for learning of the adaptive weights were solved at a slower time scale using Euler's method. 
The developmental simulations describe only layer 2/3A of Vl. The Necker eube simula-
tions describe the dynamics of layers 2/3A of VI ancl V2, as in Figure 2b. 
A Development of colinear and non-colinear cells in 
layer 2/3A of Vl 
A.l Activation Equations 
'fhc following equations were used to simulate how the horiwntal connections in layer 2/3A 
of Vl develop into two types of cells: colinear bipole cells that link colinear line segments 
over short distances and non-colinear bipole cells that get tuned to angles in the image. The 
model selrorganizes both the longer-range excitatory connections and shorter-range inhibitory 
connections that arc needed to realize cell selectivity to these inputs; cf., Grossberg and 
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Williamson (2001). The layer 2/3A excitatory neurons are modeled as follows: 
d . ( + l . J; I l +) dt.Z;1kt = -·O:Zijkl + (1 ... Zijkt)hijld /r [zijkl ... r!] + Ilijkl + {2fijkl ~ Hijkl 
~(l+Zijkl) L [zijrt-·T2]', (3) 
r·o}k,l;!.i 
where variable Zijkt is the activity of the excitatory layer 2/3A cell at position ('i, .J), orientation 
k, and cell number l. Two orientations, horizontal and vertical, were used in the simulation. 
There are eight. excitatory cells (indicated by subscript l) associated with each spatial position 
(i, j) and orientation k. Since two ori1mtations, horizontal and vertical, arc used in the 
simulation, there arc sixteen excitatory cells present at each position. These sixteen cells 
code the various colincar and non-colincar bipole cells that will develop there. 
Parameter o: in (3) is the decay constant and hijkl indicates the level of habituativc trans-
mitter (sec equation (7)) associated with the excitatory cell at position (i,j), orientation k and 
cell number l. Habituative transmitters prevent the earliest cells that learn from persistently 
dominating network dynamics. Term /I [zijkl ~ rt]+ in (3) describes self~excitatory feedback to 
the cell, where notation [:r:J+ describes a threshold, or half-wave rectification, operation sueh 
that [:r]+ '-= :r, if :1: > 0, 0 otherwise. Parameter /I is the feedback gain constant. Feedback 
increases the activity of the winning neuron, which in turn inhibits other weakly activated 
cells, thereby enabling a winning cell to be selected in each cluster. 
The excitatory input H/j~ 1 via long-range connections from neighboring cells in (3) is 
defined by: 
Hf}kt = L Wpq,-ijkt e (4) 
JHfT 
(i ... ]1)"2 +(j -q)2 
The horizontal connection weight is the product of a spatial Gaussian c ···--;;-,------- that 
reflects axonal growth (Grossberg and VVilliamson, 2001) and an adaptive connection weight 
vVpqTijkl from a cell at position (p, q) and orientation T to a cell at position ('i, j), orientation 
k, and cell number l. Each cell receives the total input I;,[zpqd ~ -r,;j+ surnmed over cell 
number, from cad1 neighboring position and orientation; see Figure Sa. The total input was 
normalized by dividing by the total number of cells (N). Other scaling parameters work just 
as well. Variable Iijkl in (3) is the bottom-up input, generated by hand to be~ consistent with 
previous model simulation outputs (Grossberg and Howe, 2002; Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; 
Grossberg and vVilliamson, 2001), and shown in Figure 8c. In vivo, a horizontally oriented 
layer 2/3A cell receives input from horizontally oriented layer :JB cells, and a vertically oriented 
layer 2/3A cell receives input from vertically oriented layer 3B cells (Callaway and Wiser, 
1996). In the simulations, inputs are delivered directly to layer 2j:3A cells. All the eight cells 
at a particular position and orientation receive the same bottom-up input to which small 
random input perturbation, in the range of 0.002 to -0.002 using the mnd function in Matlab, 
was added to simulate randomness in initial cortical connections. This random perturbation 
is generated for each of the eight cells before the simulation and is fixed for all iterations. 
The bottom-up input is added to the input from the long-range horizontal connections. As a 
result, the activity of a layer 2/3A cell that receives bottom-up input can he modulated by 
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the input frorn the long-range connections even if there is input from only one side. 
Input H.[ikl in (3) frorn the inhibitory interneurons is defined by: 
HI - "\'"' n+ [ · ]+ i.ikl - ~ ij1'fgkl SijTjg ) (5) 
rfg 
where variable s,.1,.19 is the activity of the t/' inhibitory interneuron (sec below) associated 
with the excitatory neuron at position (i,j), orientation 1·, and cell number f, and Bi~rfgkl is 
the weight from this inhibitory interneuron to an excitatory neuron at the same position, but. 
different orientation k, and cell number l. This inhibition balances the excitation H{jk1 from 
the long-range connections in (3) to implement the bipole property. In particular, cells which 
receive no bottom-up input and signals from only one side of the horizont.al receptive field 
arc not activated enough to exceed the inhibitory input and thus are not able to propagate 
the grouping signa.! any further. Cells that receive suHiciently strong horizontal excitation 
from both sides, however, rnay exceed the inhibitory input and thereby fire. Along with 
the inhibitory input from the interneurons, layer 2/3A excitatory cells also receive inhibition 
I;,.#,t;<t[zijTt- r 2] in (3) across all the cells that represent a given position (i,j). This 
competition enables a winning cell to be seleeted in each cell cluster. 
As described in Section 2.2, each excitatory neuron is associated with a pool of inhibitory 
interncurons. The inhibition from the intcrncurons to the excitatory cell and the inhibition 
among inhibitory interneurons helps to implement the bipolc property. In the developmental 
simulations, each excitatory cell is associated with four inhibitory interneurons r:orresponding 
to t.he left, right, top and bottom side of the excitatory cell (sec Figure 8b). Each interneuron 
receives the same long-range input that is received by the excitatory cell fronr its correspond-
ing side. In the Necker cube simulations below, depending on the type of cell (angle, colinear, 
disparity-gradient), each excitatory cell is associated with two or three inhibitory interneu-
rons since it is assumed that these selective horizontal long-range connections have already 
developed. 
A.2 Habituative transmitter gates 
In equation (3), the total input, 
to each layer 2/3A excitatory cell is multiplieatively gated by a habituative, 
transmitter hijkt that obeys the equation: 
(6) 
or depressing, 
1 d _ ( ., 1 ) ( I ) [ ·]+ s: -1. h;Jkt - hh + . O[J.. _ ·]+ 1 - 1i:ikt - BhhiJkt 1;1kt - E (} c t 1 + T)kl E (7) 
(Abbott ct al., 1997; Grossberg, 1969, 1976, 1980; Tsodyks et al., 1998). In (7), trans-
mitter starts out at its maximal value 1. Term (A;, + J+ll[.l;~" ,1+) (1 .. _ hijkt) describes the 
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accnmnlation, or recovery, of the transmitter to its maximum value l at the variable rate 
(A;,+ H-O[I 1 
1
_,_), and term -B;,h;jkt[Jiikt-c]+ describes transmitter habituation at the vari-
.,,k, ( . 
able rate Bh[J1ikl -- c]+ Other exarnplcs of rate-dependent recovery from habituation during 
vision are proposed to include motion perception (Grossberg and Rudel, 1992) and photore-
ceptor adaptation (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1981). The recovery proceeds at a slower rate 
when the total input, Jijkl, is above the threshold c, but proceeds at a faster rate when the 
input is below threshold. This property helps the neuron to recover faster when it receives 
less total input and docs not take part in the representation of the input. In particular, 
suppose a neuron wins the: competition and habituates for a particular input. \Afhen another 
input then enables a different cell to win the competition, the previously habituated cell can 
recover faster and thus can recover fully before the input that the neuron codes is presented 
once again. In the Necker cube sinmlations below, this property enables the neurons that lm-
bituate when one interpretation of the cube is represented to recover fully before the nenrons 
that represent the other intc:rpretation habituate, thus enabling the network to switch back to 
the initial interpretation. Parameter B;, in (7) governs the rate of habituation. Habituation 
in (7) occurs at a rate proportional to the rate of release, or inactivation, of transmitter, h;jkl, 
in (3). 
The activity, sijklm, of the inhibitory intcrneurons is modeled as follows: 
(8) 
Each inhibitory interneuron in (8) receives part, H/fJ:!, of the total long-range input, HfJ~c 1 
in (4), to the excitatory layer 2/3A cell at its position. Since there are four inhibitory in-
terneurons for each excitatory cell in the cleveloprncntal simulations, each interneuron receives 
horizontal input from one of the four sides (L=lcft, R=right, T=top, B=bottom) of the ex-
citatory cell; namely, 
and 
IIBL "" T'V -
·ijkl --· L-- prJ1'ijkl e 
liEn_ ijkl -
3:f <0(p---i,q-j) <5 * ,T 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
where O(.x, y) = tan(y/:r). The inhibitory interneurons inhibit each other in (8) via the 
term I:.efg B;j,.fgklm [sijrJg]+. Bij,.19klm is the inhibitory weight from interneuron number g, 
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at position ( i, .il, orientation r, and cell number f, to an int.ernemon number 1n, at the 
same position, but orientation k, and cell nurnber I. This recurrent inhibition among tlw 
interneurons nonnalizes the total inhibition that is received by the excitatory cell and helps 
to realize the bipole property, as described in Section 2.2. 
A.3 Learning of adaptive weights 
The adaptive weights, WpqriJkl in (3) and (9)-(12), for the layer 2/3A long-range connections 
were modified through learning using the equations: 
(B) 
As in the simulations of horizontal cell development in Grossberg and Williamson (2001), 
equation (13) is an instar learning law, which has become the standard law for learning self~ 
organizing maps (Grossberg, 1976, 1980; Kohonen, 1989). During instar learning, the activity, 
ZiJkl, in the postsynaptic target cell turns on learning, and the adaptive weight, WpqriJkl, learns 
the expected value of the total signal ~ I;Jzpqrl.- r.i] l· from its presynaptic source cells during 
the interval when the target cell is active. In order to ease the computational load, the adaptive 
weights f(Jr cells at a single position were learned and these weight values were used for cells 
in other spatial positions as well. This simplification is justified by the hypothesis that image 
statistics arc the same across position. 
An ov.lstm·lcmnring law (Grossberg, 19G8, 1980) was used to learn the weights, Bi.;,.fgkl in 
(5) between an inhibitory interneuron and its excitatory neuron, and the weights, Biirfgklm 
in (8), among the inhibitory interneurons. The weights, B./i·rfgkl and BiJ,.Jgklm• have only two 
spatial indices (i, j) because they arc short-range interactions whose spatial extent is limited 
to a single hypcrcolumn that is indexed by position ('i, j). The learning law for B!j,.fgld is: 
d n+ - [. ]+(HI'g n+ ) df; · ijrf!Jld - 8 ·ifrf!J · ijkl -- · ijrfgkl ' (14) 
It helps to create and rnaintain the balance between inhibition and excitation that is needed 
to realize the bipolc grouping property. Outstar learning accomplishes this by causing the 
inhibitory synaptic weight B;j,.fgkl to track the expected activation, H/JZ1, of the target ex-
citatory cells at times when its source inhibitory interneuron has positive activity [siJ,·fg]+. 
Likewise, the inhibitory interneuronal weights Bij,. fgklm obey the outstar equation: 
dB- - [ · ]+ ([ · ]+ B- ) dt i,irfgklm - .Sijr fg Bijklrn - ijrfgklm · (15) 
The weight BiJrfgklm tracks the positive activity [sijktm] 1· of the target inhibitory interneuron. 
This property enables the network to normalize the total inhibitory input HfJkl in (3) from 
the intcrneurons, which enables layer 2/3A exeitatory cells to fire if there is excitatory input 
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on both sides sufficient to overcorne this normalized inhibition. 
Both the long-range horizontal excitatory connections ~Vw1,.;.ikl and short-range inhibitory 
connections B,~,·Jgkl and BiJ,.Jqklm develop from zero initial values in the model; that is, vV(O) = 
n+ (0) = n· (0) = 0. The parameter values are 0: = 0.5, tl = 5, 0 (2 = 0.1' E = 0.1' (]' = 7, 
r 1 = 0.35, T2 = 0.15, r3 = 0.03, T 4 = 0.2, 15=0.1, 0=1000, Ah = 0.1, and Bh = 1.0. The 
sinmlation results are shown in Figure 8cl. Each subplot in the figure depicts the weights 
for each of the sixteen cells at a single spatial position. In particular, each subplot shows 
the comwction weights from cells at position (p, q) within a llxll neighborhood. The first 
eight subplots (I = 1, · · · , 8) in the first two rows show the connection weights from vertically 
oriented cells, vVpqOi.ik/, to cells at position (i,j), orientation k, ancl cell number I. These cells 
receive long-range input from the neighboring horizontally and vertically oriented cells. The 
weight from horizontally oriented cells is indicated by the horizontal lines, while the weight 
from vertically oriented cells is indicated by vertical lines. \'Veights from both horizontally 
and vertically oriented cells are indicated by oblique lines. The length of the line indicates 
the strength of the connection. The second eight subplots in the last two rows shows the 
connection weights from horizontally oriented cells, vVpqli.ikl· 
B Dynamics of 3D Necker cube Bistability 
The Necker cube sirnulations were clone using the laminar circuit shown in Fignre 2b with 
the activity equations describing interactions within and between layers 2/:>A of Vl and V2. 
As described in Section 4.2, V1 layer 2/3A of the model contains colinear and non-colinear 
bipole cells (angle cells), while V2 layer 2/3A contains disparity-gradient and angle cells. 
Below, Vl colinear bipolc cells arc indicated by the letter c, V1 non-colinear bipole cells by 
letter n, V2 angle cells by letter a, and disparity-gradient cells by letter g. Letters (i,.i) and 
(p, q) indicate 2D positions, d and e disparities, k and T orientations, rn a.nd o disparity-
gradients, and I and /; angle cell types. Inhibitory interneurons arc indicated by letter s, and 
the inhibitory interneuron number by letters u and v. In the developrnental simulations, there 
are four inhibitory interneurons (equation (8)) for each side (top, left, right, and bottom) of 
the excitatory cell. Here, we usc only two (left and right for horizontally oriented cell or top 
and bottom for vertically oriented cell) or three (for angle cell) inhibitory interneurons, since 
it is assumed that these sdeetive horizontal long-range connections have already developed. 
Four orientations [vertical (k = 1), 45° oblique (k = 2), horizontal (k = 3), and 135° oblique 
(A: = 4)] eight angles corresponding· to the eight comers of the Necker cube (I = 1, · · · , 8), 
three disparities (d = D1, D2, D3), and three disparity-gradients [positive (m = 0), zero 
(rn = 1), and negative (m = 2)] were used in the simulations. Both excitatory and inhibitory 
habituative transmitters were used in layer 2/3A of V2 for the Necker cube simulations. The 
inhibitory habituation helps the neurons of the alternate int.mpretation of the Neeker cube to 
get activated before the activity of neurons representing the present interpretation goes below 
threshold. This property helps the network to make the switch to various interpretations 
faster. Habituation was not used in layer 2/3A of V1 as there are no competing interactions 
between whieh the network can switch in layer 2/3A of V1 and henee the network would reach 
an equilibrium state and stay in that state even if habituation was used. 
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B.l Vl colinear bipole cell activation equations 
Activity ciJkd obeys the cquatiou: 
~~~~ Cijkd = -cr,c,jk>l + (1 - Cijk<t) ( /1 [ ~ H[j~dv + {2Iijkd- H//i.d] + + l'3[c,1kd- {3,]1~ 
+ /:l 2)9ijblo ······ {Jg]3~) 
0 
(16) 
In (16) ~~, is the decay rate. Term HfJLv describes excitatory inpnt from the long-range 
connections in layer 2/3A of V1; namely: 
JIBe _'\'vv" [· - ]1 
-· ijkdv ~ 6 pqijkv Cpqkd (c ' (17) 
WI 
where W1~qijkv in (17) is the long-range connection weight from side v [left (v = 0) and right (v = 1) for colinear bipolc cells] in layer 2/3A ofVl front colinear bipole cells at position (p, q), 
and orientatiou k to co linear bipolc cells at position (i, .]) and orientation k. The connection 
weights in (17) are defined for the horizontal orientation (k=3) as follows: 
(18) 
and 
" [·. . . ( ((z~p)2 (J-qJ2))]+ 
vVpqij:J2 = s1gu(p - ·t.)c:cp -- aj; ~-·~ ·+ ----:if-~ , (19) 
where sign(:r) = -1, if 2: < 0, 1 otherwise. The cmntedion weights for other orientations are 
obtained by appropriate rotation. These weights are represented graphically in Figure 2Ga. 
Term Ii:ikd in (16) is the bottom-up input from layer 3B cdl at position (i,.J), orientation k, 
and disparity d, generated by hand as described in Section 4.2.1. As for the cleveloprncntal 
simulations, the bottom-up input is added to the input fl'om the long-range connections. The 
activity of layer 2/3A cell that receive bottom-up input can hereby be modulated by the input 
from the long-range connections even if there is input from only one side. 
Input Hf/kd in (16) is the inhibitory signal from the inhibitory intemeurons, and is cldinccl 
by: 
II Ic _ '\' 1'3""+[ ,c J+ '\' B""+[ ,n J+ 
·ijkd - L.......t h 8 -tjnlv + L-...t . ktv 8 ijtdv . (20) 
cv tv 
Variable sjj,.,11, in (20) represents the activity of inhibitory interneuron number v associated 
with the excitatory layer 2/3A colinear bipole cell at position (i,j), disparity d, and orien-
tation T. Variable s;)tdv in (20) represents the activity of inhibitory interneuron number v 
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associated with an excitatory non-colinear bipolc cell in layer 2/3A of Vl at posrtron (i, j), 
disparity d, and angle type t. The inhibitory intemeurons of a layer 2/ilA colinear bipole cell 
of orientation .,. inhibit an excitatory co linear bipole cell of orientation k with weight B~:>l·, 
and the inhibitory interneuron nurnbcr v of layer 2/3A non-colincar bipole cell of angle type 
t inhibits an excitatory colin ear bipole cell of orientation k with weight n;:;~l·. This inhibi-
tion from the inhibitory intemeurons helps to maintain the balance between excitation and 
inhibition to enforce the bipolc property; see equation (3). 
Term 1;;lc1.ikd - P'c]+ in (16) is the self-excitatory feedback. Term /:l :LJY;.ikdo - (:i,J1· in 
(16) is the feedback input from V2 disparity-gradient cells at position (i,j), orientation k:, and 
disparity d summed across disparity-gradients o, to V1 colincar bipole cells. The inhibitory 
input, Cf;kd' at the same position and disparity from other angle ancl colinear bipole cells is 
defined by: 
(21) 
where nijtd is the activity of V 1 layer 2 /3A angle cell of angle type t at the same position ( 1, j) 
and disparity d. Since both the colincmr bipole cell and angle cell receive same bottom-up 
input, this inhibition and the horizontal input from long-range connections help to disam-
biguate ambiguous activation of colinear bipole cells and angle cells such that angle cells are 
activated at conwrs and colinear bipole cells are activated along straight edges. 'I'enn C;~kd 
in (16) is the inhibitory input from spatial and oricntational cornpet.it.ion across position ancl 
orientation but within disparity; namely, 
(22) 
where the orientation kernel K(:c) '= 1, if l:t:l = 2, 0 otherwise, and notation l:r:l indicates the 
absolute value of :r. In particular, term K(r- k) in (22) is non-zero only if orientations T and 
k are perpendicular. Spatial cornpctit:ion term }~Jnl in (22) is defined by: 
(23) 
pq 
The spatial and oricmtational competition enables cells of perpendicular orientation to in-
hibit each other across positions to achieve T-junction sensitivity without using T-junction 
operators (Grossberg, 1994; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). 
The activity of the inhibitory int.erneurons are defined by: 
d ,.e _ ·' [ "" , JIBe 8e ("'nee- [s' j+ +"' [:'"'c .. ["" ]+) J dt ')ijkdn ~ UJ -- 0 ijkdu T ijkdu -- ijkdu D ijrdv .L.-.t · J <"'ijtrlv ) 
1'v tv 
(24) 
where siJkdu represent the activity of the inhibitory interneuron number 11. associated with the 
excitatory cell at position (i, j), orientation k: and disparity d. Ternr Or in (24) determines 
the rate at which the activity changes. Term Hfjf.du in (24) is as defined in (17). Bee·· 
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io the inhibitory weight between inhibitory intcrncurons of eolinear bipolc cells and B"" 
is the inhibitory weight between inhibitory interneurons of non-colinear and colincar bipole 
cells. This recurrent inhibition among the interneurons helps to normalize the total inhibit.ion 
received by the excitatory cell to help implement the bipolc property. The values for the 
wcighto are B~~+ = 0.33, if k = 1·, 0.01, otherwise; BJ.~1",;t- = 0.33, if the orientation of the ann 
v of the angle 1: io k, 0.01, otherwise; 13'"'. = 0.3:1, and 13''"- = 0.33. The parameter values 
arc cv"=0.6, /'r=O.G, 1'2 =1.67, {3 =0.15, ')'.r=5, ,139 =0.3, (,=0.02, Jp=3, O"q=0.3, $,=0.3, {3,=0.3, 
and c51=3. 
B.2 Vl angle cell activation equations 
The activity, ni;ld, ofV1layer 2/3A angle cell at position (i,j), angle type l, and clioparity d, 
io defined by: 
cl 
-1 __ nijld =- (Y.nnijlrl (./. 
+ (1 ~ niild) (It [ ~ Hfj;;l, + 12I&" ~ H{J)<~] + + l3[niild ~ {3,] 1 + I:J[a;jld ~ ,B,J') 
( . ) !' ·- l + nijld Ni.ild· 
(25) 
Eight different angle cello (1=1, · · · , 8) eorrcsponding to the eight corners of the cube (Fig-
ure 9) are nsecl in the simulation. Other type of angles were not incluckd to simplify the 
oimulations. Since each angle cell gets activated most for a partic:ular angle, including other 
types of angle cells will not change the result of the simulation. Parameter u, in (25) is the 
decay rate. Term Hf:il;1v in (25) define the input received from the long-range eonnections for 
branch v of the angle eel!, and is defined by: 
Jlf]f:ru = L H1,~~1ri.ilv[cpqrd ·--- (c]+, (2G) 
pqr 
where term Hl,;~ri.ilv is the connection weight from colinear bipolc cell at position (p, q) and 
orientation T, to an angle cell of angle type l at position ('i, j) for branch v of the angle cell. 
The connection weights arc similar to the ones defined for colincar bipole cello in cquationo 
(18) and (19). In particular, the connection weig-hts for branch 1 of the angle cell of angle 
type l = 1 (angle A in Figure 9), from horizontally oriented colinear bipolc cells (T = 3), are 
defined as follows, 
. . z~p J-q [ ( ( (. )2 ( . )2))] + srgn('z. ~ p )exp ~ - J# + · J~ (27) 
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'I'he connection weights for the other branches and other a.ngle cells are obtained by appro-
priate rotation, and are shown graphically in Figure 25c. Input If'fd = 2:,. I;i,.d in (25) sums 
the bottom-up input I;i,.d across orientation r at position ('i, j) and disparity d. The angle 
cells receive the same bottom-up input as that of the colinear bipole cells, surmned across 
orientations. The bottom-up input to Vl non-colinear bipole cells is added to the input from 
the horizontal long-range connections. As a result, horizontal interactions can modulate cell 
response. 
Input H{J!d in (25) is the inhibitory input from the internemons, and is defined by: 
1{ /n _ ""B""+[ ,n J+ '\~ B'"+[ c J+ ijld - 0 ltv '"iJI.dv + L....t . lrv Sijrdv · 
tv rv 
(28) 
There are three inhibitory intcrneurons associated with each excitatory angle cell in layer 2/3A 
of Vl. Variable s;}tdv in (28) is the activity of the inhibitory internenron number v associated 
with a non-colinear (angle) cell at position ( i, j), angle type l, and disparity d. Variable 
si,nlv in (28) represent the aetivity of the inhibitory interneuron number v associated with 
tlie excitatory layer 2/3A eolinear bipole cell at the same position and orientation r·. Term 
n;;;~+ is the inhibitory weight from the interneuron number v associated with an angle cell 
of angle type t to an excitatory angle cell of angle type l, and BJ~~~- is the inhibitory weight 
from the interneuron number v associated with a colinear bipole eel! of orientation r to an 
excitatory angle cell of angle type l. The inhibition from the inhibitory interneurons helps to 
maintain the balance between excitation and inhibition to enforce the bipole property. 
Term ,,l[n;jld- (3,] 1· in (25) is the self~cxcitatory fr:c~dback and term of:l[a;jld -- f:ia]+ in (25) is 
the feedback input from V2 angle cells. Angle cells in layer 2/3A of Vl also receive inhibitory 
input from other angle cells and colinear bipole cells, at the same position and disparity, but 
across orientations and angles, depicted by the term, N/;ld in (25), whieh is defined by: 
(29) 
In (29), variable nijid is the activity of the Vl angle cell at position (i, .i), angle type t and 
disparity d, and Cijrrl is the activity of the Vl eolinear bipolc cell at the same position and 
disparity, but orientation r. The inhibition helps to disambiguate ambiguous activation of 
colinear hi pole eells and angle cells such that angle cells are activated at corners and colinear 
bipole cells are activated along straight edges. 
The activity of the inhibitory interneurons is defined by: 
(30) 
where !51 is the rate at which the activity changes, and Hf]D1, is defined in (26). Term nnn·-
is the inhibitory weight between inhibitory interneurons of angle cells. ncn-- is the inhibitory 
weight from inhibitory interneurons of colinear bipole cells to angle cells. This inhibition 
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normalizes the total inhibition and helps to implement the bipolc property. The values for 
the weights arc n;;;;-l = 0.33, if angle l and t share the same branch of that of the inhibitory 
interneuron v, O.Cll, otherwise; Bg~+ = 0.33, if the orientation of the arm v of the angle I is T, 
O.Cll, otherwise:; Dnn-- = 0.33, and IJ"'- = 0.33. The parameter values arc c>n=0.6, 'Yl =0.6, 
/2=1.67, l:l'=O.I5, /4=5, f3a=0.3, (,=0.02, Jp=4, <7q=0.3, ,6,=0.3, (3,=0.:>, and rl/=3. 
B.3 V2 angle cells 
B.3.1 Activation equations 
Layer 2/3A of V2 in the model contains angle cells and disparity-gradient cells. As with 
VI layer 2/3A, V2 layer 2/3A contains eight different angle cells corresponding to the eight 
corners of the cube. The activity, o.ijld, of V2 layer 2/3A angle cell at position (i,j), angle 
type I, and disparity d, is defined by: 
(31) 
where c\E is tlw rate at which the activity of V2 angle cell changes. Term n:0 in (3I) is 
the decay rate ancl hi~/Frt in (31) indicates the level of excitatory habituative transmitter (see 
equation (38)) associated with this angle cell. Habituative transmitters whic:h were useful for 
the self-organization of angle and colinear cells in the developmental simulations enable the 
network to switch between alternate interpretations of the Necker cube. Term Hfjg1, in (:31) 
represents long-range connections in layer 2/3A of V2 from disparity-gradient cells for each 
branch ·u of the~ angle cell. It is ddinecl by: 
(32) 
pqr 0 
where 9wt•·do in (32) represents the activity of disparity-gradient cells at position (p, q), orien-
tation r, disparity d and disparity-gradient o, and l¥1~~1,.u1 , is the connection weight. from the 
disparity-gradient cell at position (p, q) and orientation 1·, to an angle cell of angle type I, at 
position (·i, j), for branch v of the angle cell. The connection weights are the same as described 
for VI angle cells but slightly longer. In particular, the connection weights for an angle cell 
branch 1, angle type l = 1, frorn horiwntally oriented cli:;parity-graclient cells (r = 3), are 
defined as follows: 
. . i-p j-q [ ( ( ( )2 ( )2))] + s1gn(~- p)exp - af; + · 17~ (33) 
5G 
'I'he connection weights for the other brandws are obtained by a.ppropriate rotation and are 
shown graphically in Figure 25d. Term Jijld = [nijld- ,8,,1+ in (31) is the bottom-up input 
from Vl angle cells at the same position (i, j), angle type l, and disparity d. As for the Vl 
layer 2j:'>A neurons, the bottom-up input is added to the input from long-range: connections. 
Term HfJ!d in (31) is the inhibitory input frorn the interneurons and is defined by: 
fi'" - ~ B""-1-[ ,a 1+ ~ JJ!in-1- ~[ ,!1 ]I ijld ~- lt:v 5 ijUl·v + D lTV L....t 8 ijrdov . (34) 
lv rv 0 
As described for Vl angle cells, each V2 angle cell is associated with three inhibitory interneu-
rons. Variable s;'iLdv in (34) is the activity of the inhibitory interneuron number u at position 
(i, j), angle type 1;, ancl disparity d, and variable sfirdov in (34) is the activity of the inhibitory 
interneuron number v associated with the disparity-gradient cell at the same position and 
disparity, but disparity-gradient o and orientation r. Term Bf~~~+ is the inhibitory weight from 
the interneuron number v associated with an excitatory V2 angle cell of angle type t to an 
excitatory angle cell of angle type l, and B~:.;, 1 " is the inhibitory weight from the interneuron 
number v associated with a disparity-gradient cell of orientation T to an excitatory angle cell 
of angle type l. The inhibition from the inhibitory interneurons helps to maintain the balance 
between excitation and inhibition to enforce the bipolc property. 
Angle cells in layer 2/3A of V2 also receive inhibitory input from other angle cells and 
disparity-gradient cells at the same position, but across disparities and angles, defined by 
term Afj1d in (31): 
(35) 
where variable o.;i 1" is the actrvrty of a V2 angle cell at position (·i, j), angle type l and 
disparity e, and variable Yijn1o is the activity of a disparity-gradient cell at tlw same position 
and disparity, but orientation r, and disparity-gradient o. Term hff~e in (35) represents the 
inhibitory habituative transrni tter associated with the angle cell at position ( i, .i), angle type 
t and disparity e; sec equation (39). Similarly, term hfj,.,0 in (35) rc:prnsents the inhibitory 
habituative transmitter associated with a disparity-gradient cell at positimr ('i, j), orientation 
r, disparity e, and disparity-gradient o; sec equation (40). Both excitatory and inhibitory 
habituativc transmitters were used in the Necker cube simulations. The inhibitory habituation 
helps the network to switch to an alternate interpretation before the activity of the neurons 
representing the present interpretation goes below the threshold for inhibition. The activity 
of the inhibitory interneurons is defined by: 
d ,a -·- )- [ ·" I JJE" a (~Baa- [ ·" I+ + ~ Bgo- ~[ ,9 I+)] cit Sijldu - (I -sijldu --· ijldu - 8ijldu L...-t 8 ijtdv L._; L__; .'\inlov 
tv TV 0 
(36) 
Term rh is the rate at which activity changes, and H.fjt1, is defined in (32). Term B'"'- is the 
inhibitory weight between inhibitory interneurons of angle cells and Bga- is the inhibitory 
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weight between inhibitory intenwmon0 of angle and disparity-gradient cells. 'l'he recmnmt 
inhibition among the interncurons normalizes the total inhibition and help0 to implement the 
bipole property. The values for the weights arc B{~~+ = 0.4, if angle l ancl t shan~ the same 
branch of that of the inhibitory interneuron v, ().(ll, otherwise; nr,:~+ = 0.4, if the orientation 
of the ann v of the angle lisT, 0.01, otherwise; 13aa- = 0.4, and Bga-- = 0.4. The parameter 
values are OJl = 0.5, Cta=0.8, 0 ( 1=1.2, )2=0.7, /':1=2.0, f1n=0.2, ( 9 =0.1, cr11 =15, CTq=O.l, ,Ba=0.25, 
(19 =0.1, and c51=3. 
B.3.2 Habituation of excitatory input 
In equation (31), the total input, 
(37) 
to each layer 2j:lA angle cell is multiplicatively gated by habituative transmitter, hfjfd, that 
obeys the following equation: 
( 1 1-a/' ) JO I a8 [ ]" J + 
-- /,ijld ····- Jh Lijld ' ·ijld - E · (38) 
The interpretation of (38) is the same as that of (7). The parameter values are A" = 0.0065, 
Dh = 0.0585, 0=1000, and c=0.3G97. 
B.3.3 Habituation of inhibitory input from V2 angle cells 
The inhibitory input, L;1.;.t,eld h;~f,e[aijte -- .Ba]+, from other V2 angle cells in (:35) is gated by 
an inhibitory habituativc transmitter, hi'ftd• whose dynarnit:s arc defined by: 
(39) 
The habituative transmitter dynamics are the same as described before, except that the 
habituation occurs at a rate proportional to the total signal [aiJld- Pa]+ that the transmitter 
gates. The parameter values are Ah = 0.005, Bh = 0.03, 0=1000, and {J0 =0.25. 
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B.3.4 Habituation of inhibitory input from V2 disparity-gradient cells 
The inhibitory input, I:;,. eo hfJreoLYiJreo- ,119 ] 1 , from \12 disparity-gradient cells in (36) is gated 
by inhibitory habituative transmitter, hfjkdm, whose dynamics are defined as follows: 
d . g/ 
dthijkdm (40) 
The habituative transmitter dynmnics are the same as described before for V2 angle cells 
except that the habituation occurs at a rate proportional to the total signal [.qijkdm - (19 ]+ 
that the transrnitter gates. The parameter values are Ah = 0.005, Bh = 0.045, and 0=1000. 
B.4 V2 disparity-gradient cells 
B.4.1 Activation Equations 
As clesc:ribed in Section 4.2, three different types of disparity-gradient cells corresponding to 
negative, positive and zero disparity gradients, were used in the simulation. The activity, 
.'li.ikdm, of a \12 layer 2/3A disparity-gradient cell at position (-i,.i), orientation k, disparity d, 
and disparity-gradient rn, is defined by: 
(41) 
wlH)nr (lE determines tlw overall rate at which the activity of the nemon changes. Term cv9 is 
the decay rate, and hff~dm. is the excitatory habit.uativn tra.nsrnitter; see equation (51). \12 
disparity-gradient cells receive long-rauge input from other disparity-gradient cells in nearby 
positions and disparities. Tenn H{fJ:drnv in (41) is the input from the branch v ofthe disparity-
gradient cells: · 
}lEg - "'jXf.'l [ . . ( j+ ijkdnw - L_., 'I pqeijkdnw /Jpqkem - , y · ( 42) 
pqe 
The connection weight, vVffqeijkdmv in (42), is described in detail in Section B.4.4 below. In 
particular, M~;qei,ikdmv is the connection weight frorn a clisparity-gradicnt cell at position (p, q), 
orientation k, disparity e, and disparity-gradient rn, for branch v of a disparity-gradient cell 
at position ('i,j), orientation k, disparity d, and disparity-gradient rn.. Term I{ykdm in (41) is 
the input from V1 colinear bipole cells ancl V2 angle cells: 
[9 - [. !3]+ + . "'w!Ja.. [ - ( ]+ ijkdm - /2 Cijkd - c /3 ~ pqh-.Jkm apqUl . a , (43) 
pqt 
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where [cijkd- (1,]+ is the bottom-up input from V1 bipole colinear cells and 
/:l ~pqt Hl1;,;:i.ikm[apqtd- (c,]+ is the input from V2 angle cells. 'l'he V2 angle cells selectively 
activate the disparity-gradient cells, as described in Section 3. In particular, Hlg,;:ijkm defines 
the weight from an angle cell at position (p, q) and angle type t, to a disparity-gradient cell at 
position (i, j), orientation k, and disparity-gradient m. The connection weight from an angle 
cell of angle type I.= 1 to a horizontally oriented (k = 3), zero disparity-gradient cell (rn = 1) 
is defined by: 
Hlga 
pqlij3J [
. . ( ((i-p)2 (j-q)2))]+ Sign(~-p)cxp - J~ + · J~ (44) 
The connection weights for the other orientations are obtained by appropriate rotation and 
are shown in Figure 25c. Tcnns 12 and /:J in (43) control how much of the binocular input 
from VI colinear bipole cells and monocular input from V2 angle cells can affect the disparity-
gradient cells; see Section 5.4. As for the V2 angle cells, the bottom-up input is added to the 
input from the long-range connections. 
Term H{j;;drn in (41) is the inhibitory input from the interneurons: 
(45) 
1'0'11 tv 
As with the Vl colincar bipole cells in (16), each V2 disparity-gradient cell is associated 
with two inhibitory interncurons. Variable st,.,Jov is the activity of the inhibitory interneuron 
nurnber v associated with the disparity-gradient cell at position (-i, j), orientation T, disparity 
d, and disparity-gradient o. Variable Bf;';;;o in (45) is the connection weight from inhibitory 
internc:urons of a disparity-gradient cell of disparity-gradient o and orientation T to a disparity-
gradient cell of disparity-gradient rn. and orientation k at the same position and disparity. 
Similarly, variable B~;',;1- in (45) is the weight from inhibitory interneuron number v of an 
angle cell type t to a clisparity··gradicnt cell of orientation kat the same position and disparity. 
The inhibition from the interncurons balances the excitation from long-range connections to 
implement the bipole property. 
V2 disparity-gradient cells also receive inhibitory input from the sanw position due to 
other disparity-gradient cells of different disparity gradient and disparity, and from V2 angle 
cells. Term GJ;kdm in (41) represents this inhibitory input: 
( 46) 
This inhibition helps to disambiguate ambiguous activation of the disparity-gradient cells and 
V2 angle cells in layer 2/3A of V2. Term hijtc is the inhibitory habituation at V2 angle cells; 
sec equation (39). Term hf}~cco is the inhibitory habituation at V2 disparity-gradient cells; 
sec equation (40). Terrn G;'ikdm in (41) is the inhibitory input from spatial and oricntational 
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competition across position and orientation, bnt within disparity: 
G?jkdrn = L l~jniTn}( ( r ~ k)) (47) 
,. 
where K(:r) ,= 1, if l:r:l = 2, 0 otherwise. Term Yijntm in (47) is defined by: 
1ijrdm = LLh~;rdo[.qpqrdo- 09 ]+e:rp (-(U -- p) 2 + (.j- q) 2)), (48) 
pq 0 
which is analogous to (23). As in (22), the spatial and orientational competition enables 
cells of perpendicular orientation to inhibit each other across positions to achieve T-jnnction 
sensitivity without T-junction operators (Grossberg, 1994). 
The activity of the inhibitory interncurons arc defined by: 
d .9 _ !i [ .9 + HEd .9 ("" 1399-.[ s J+ ""nog·-[ ,o ]+)] rlt Sijkdnw ~ I -,\ikdmn ijkdmu - 5 ijkdmu ,L__; •'\irdov + ~ 8 ijLdv ) 
TOV /.v 
(49) 
where !i1 is the rate at which the activity of the inhibitory intememon chang·es. and sYk 1 . . · , 1-.7 'l.rnn 
represent the activities of inhibitory interneuron number n associated with the disparity-
g·ra.dicnt cdl at position (1:, .f), orientation k, disparity d, and disparity-gradient rn.. Term 
H{Jkdrnu is defined in (42); 13gg-- is the inhibitory weight between inhibitory interncurons of 
disparity-gradient cells; and B"'Y·"· is the inhibitory weight between inhibitory interneurons 
of angle cells and disparity-gradient cells. This inhibition among the intcrneurons helps to 
normali;~,c the total inhibition received by the excitatory cell so as to implement the~ bipole 
property. The values for the weights arc 13[';.;;,0 = 1.2, if k o= r and rn = o, O.Cll, otherwise; 
n;:f,;1" = 0.4, if the orientation of the ann v of the angle{; is k, CJ.Cll, otherwise; H'"'-" = 1.2 and 
13°9 -" = 0.4. The parameter values arc 6E=0.5, c~9 =0.8, lt=.l.7, /2'=3, l:l=l, 1,1=2, (3c=0.2, 
(c,=O.l, ( 9 =0.05, ,l:i9 cc(J.J., ,l:ia=0.25, and 09 =0.15, and fi1=cl. 
B.4.2 Habituation of excitatory input 
In equation (r!l), the total input, 
(50) 
to each layer 2/3A disparity-gradient cell is multiplicatively gated by habituative transmitter, 
hf}kdm• that obeys the following equation: 
(1 I yE ) 13 I gE [ ]9 ]+ 
- \ikdm -- h Lijkdrn ' ijkdtn - E ' (51) 
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11<; in (7). The parameter values arc A;, = 0.005, 13, = 0.030, 0=1000, and r=O.G;J. 
B.4.3 Habituation of inhibitory input 
The inhibitory inputs in Ufjkdm of equation ( 46) habituate via the same transmitter equations 
h£j1d and hijkdm as in (39) and ( 40) because the level of habituation is determined only by the 
source angle and disparity-gradient cells, respectively. 
B.4.4 Disparity-gradient cell kernels 
The connection weight, lV;'JdoOklm.v in (42), from a disparity-gradient cell at position (-i,.i), 
disparity cl, orientation k, and disparity-gradient m for the left and right branches (v = 1 
and v = 2) of a disparity-gradient cell at position (0, 0), zero disparity, orientation k: and 
disparity-gradient rn., is defined as follows: 
l,lf9 - [IT ]+ ijd00:30m1 - · ijkdm ' (52) 
and 
l-ll" - [ J-I j+ 
'ijd00:30m2 ·-·" ~ · -ijkdm · 
The connection weight for other orientations and disparity-gradients arc obtained by appro-
priate rotation. Term H;Jkdm is, in turn, <lefincd by: 
1{.. . = c·1· 1.,11 (·t·)e·-·T;j ,,---rk e--l'u ,,-r., ,,-1\u f"--r'mw zJkdrn •> • .. ; • - " / " / - ' (54) 
and consists of six terms that determine how the weight values vary as a function of the 
clifTerences in distance, orientation, disparity, and disparity-gradient between the source and 
the target cells. This kenwl generalize the bipole kernel used in Gove et al. (1995) to the case 
of 3D grouping. The individual terms in (54) have a multiplicative effect on the final value 
of the weight. Because each term is an exponentia.l, all the terms in (54) can be combined 
within a single exponential term 
The first term, c"_ 1,'.i in (54), describes how the connection weight decreases as a Gaussian 
function of the distance between the two cells. Thus: 
The second term, e-r,, decreases as a Gaussian function of the orientation of the position 
(i, .i) of the target cell with respect to the preferred horizontal grouping of the source cell at 
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position (0, 0). Thus: 
[(2 
r',.., = _· -,, 
2ak 
where !{ is the orientation of position (i, .il with respect to (0, 0), namely: 
(57) 
(58) 
The third term, e-1'", decreases as a Gaussian function of the difference between the preferred 
orientation k of the cell at position (·i, j), with respect to K: 
(59) 
The two terms, I'k and rkb enable the network to complete boundaries smoothly in a way 
that satisfies the relatability conditions of Kellman and Shipley (1991). The remaining three 
terms help to realize 3D grouping: The fourth term, e-r·,, decreases as a Gaussian function 
of the difference in disparity between the~ source and the target cell: 
(GO) 
The fifth term, e·-r·,, decreases as a Gaussian function of tlw difference in disparity gradient 
of the source cell at position (0, 0) and disparity 0 with rcspc;ct to the position (i, j) and 
disparity d of the target cell. Thus: 
, M' 
1 nr ::::: ~)21 
__,am 
(Gl) 
where J\1 is the disparity gradient of (-i, d) with respect to (0, 0) in the spaee-disparity plane: 
'1 t ····l ( ?. ) N = · ;o:n .- 2 1, . . ~-d 
2d 
(62) 
Sinee the kernel is defined for disparity-gradient cells of horiY-ontal orientation, index j is 
not used in the above equation, as j = 0 for horizontal orientation. The sixth term, e ·T,,, 
decreases as a Gaussian function of the difference between the preferred disparity gradient m. 
of the cell at position ( i, j), with respect to M: 
(m- M) 2 
rrmn = 2 2 
amm 
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(G3) 
'I' he two term,; r'm and r'mm are ,;imilar to terrn,; r" and rH except t,hat the former two operate 
in the space-di,;parity domain while the latter two operate in 2D spaec. The parameter values 
arc CTij=lO, cr~c=0.5, crkk=0.3, ad=4, CTm=O.l, and CTmm=O.l. 
B.5 Surface filling-in equations 
The bonndaries represented by disparity-gradient cells act as a barrier to the 3D filling-
in process in V4. The filling-in equations generalize those used in Grossberg and Todorovic: 
(1988) by clcvc:loping the proposal in Grossberg (1994) that the bonndary signal at a particular 
depth acts a,; a barrier to filling-in signal at that depth, as well as a weak barrier at other 
depths; see Figure 5. 
The model LGN (sec Figure 2a) discounts the illnminant and computes ·weber-law mocl-
ulatccl and normalized estimates of image contra,;t,; above an adaptation level; ,;ee Grossberg 
(1980) and l\llingolla, Ross and Grossberg (1999). To accomplish this, the LGN ON and 
OFF activities obey on-center off-surround, and ofl~center on-surround, ,;lmnting networks, 
respecti vcly: 
(64) 
and 
(65) 
where cr,, is the decay constant and U and - L arc the upper and lower activity bounds. The 
on-center, P;_1, and the off·-sunouncl, Q;.i, arc defined by Gau,;sian kernels: 
and 
where term I;.i io the input, and 
and 
Pi.i = 2: C""h:·pflq (66) 
pq 
C2i.7 = 2: S',)(/1:-l--p,.i-H, 
WI 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
The width of the center and surround are described by the parameters cr, and cr8 • At cquilib-
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riurn, (64) and (G5) become: 
- [:z-::pq(UCpq- LS,,I)Ji}p,H-ql + 
T I = ---------~------. ---
. 'tJ Ct_'J; + :L:pq ( Cpq + Spq)li-l-pJ-1-q (70) 
and 
(71) 
The diflcrcncc of these ON and OFF activities is computed to generate opponent output 
signals: 
(72) 
and 
(73) 
where X;_i is the ON LGN output and X;j is the OFF LGN output. The activity of the 
filling-in cells is defined by: 
;;~ FiJr~ = -ufl'~);1 + L (1';;~1<~- r;)d)4;;1,,1d + x;) (p,q)ccN (7 4) 
and 
(75) 
where 1"1},1 is the activity of the cell the ON FIDO (sec~ Section 4.2.6) at position (ij) and 
disparity d, and I~_,d io the activity of the corresponding cell in the OFF FIDO. Term o:1 is 
the decay rate, and tlw boundary-gated diffusion coefficient '1/JiJpqd is defined by: 
(76) 
where 
Z;_;d = LL9ijrdo - 0 f ] 1- (77) 
1'0 
is the boundary signal at position ( i, j) and disparity d that creates resrstrw barriers to 
the difl\wion process at that depth when it is activated by disparity-gradient cell signals 
[.qi,irdo- OJ]+ Term N in (74) and (75) consists of four nearest neighbors to a cell. The 
boundary signals in (77) from other depths, ZiJL and Z 1JM, act as a weak harriers to the 
diffusion. Parameters 01 and (h control how much of the boundary signal at a particular 
depth can influence the Hlling-in signals at different depths. Since only three depths arc used 
in the simulations (Dl, D2, and D3; sec Section 4.2), subscript d refers to the boundary signal 
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at the same depth, L rd'ers to the boundary signal at the nearest depth, and M refers to 
tlw boundary signal at the second nearest depth. The terms c5 and i' control how much a 
boundary signal can block the diffusion process. The parameter values are o:1 '~c 0.1, c5 = 100, 
, = 1000, fl, = 0.1, 02 ,= o.o5, o1 = 0.1, o:, = 100, u = 50, L = so, A, = 1, !12 '" .o:;3Gl, 
Uc = 0.5, and Us = 1.5. 
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Figure 25: (a) Kernels for Vl colirwar bipole cells. The fonr subplots show the connection 
weights for vertical, horizontal and two oblique oriented cells from other cells of similar ori-
cmtation but different positions. (b) Kernels for the disparity-gradient cells. The figure shows 
the kernel for horizontally oriented disparity-gradient cells. For simplicity, the kernels are 
shown only across depths and not across disparity-gradients and orientations. The rows in-
dicate different disparity-gradient cells ---- positive, zero, and negative - while the columns 
indicate different relative depths with respect to the depth of the disparity-gradient cell. The 
left columns indicate near relative depths while the right columns indicate far relative depths. 
(c) Kernels for Vl angle cells. The eight subplots depict the kernels for eight different angles 
of the Necker cube. The kernels show the summed weight across orientations for each angle. 
(d) Kernels for V2 angle cells. The kernels are the same as for Vl angle cells but slightly 
longer. 
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(e) 
Figure 25: Kernels (cont.) (c) Activation of disparity-gradient cells by angle eells. The 
columns indicate the activation of disparity-gradient cells by each of the eight angle cells. 
The rows represent the activation of positive, zero, and negative disparity-gradient cells by 
the corresponding angle~ cells. 
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